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Summary 

Welcome to select N6207 mobile phone. This instruction manual explains the excellent performance 
of N6207 mobile phone for details. Besides basic function of talking, N5106 mobile phone and system 
network also provide you with practical multi-functions and service to facilitate your work and leisure 
activity.  

N5106 mobile phone is specially designed for GSM900/1800/1900 network environment and is 
automatic three frequency mobile phone. With the trend that GSM is gradually becoming the standard of 
the communication system in the world, you will possess the free space for random communication in 
double frequency network. 

We provide you with the multiple special fitting parts including charging battery and charger for your 
selection. Please refer to section 14 of this instruction manual for the detailed description on these fitting 
parts. If using fitting parts without permission from the providers, it is possible to result in danger; the 
resulted damage is beyond warranty.  

N5106 mobile phone has passed the network access test from the PRC Ministry of  Information 
Industry, all indexes reach the requirements for national standard and acquire the “telecom device network 
access license” issued by the Ministry of  Information Industry (license number :XX-XXXX-XXXXXX).  
you come across difficulty when using N5105 mobile phone, your can query and get help by national hot 
line consulting telephone (800-8xxxxxx) and after service telephone (800-8xxxxxx) set by NEC company. 

 
Our company reserves the right to modify the technical specification in this instruction manual 

without pre-notification. 

 

Explanation for reading the manual 
Different styles are used to describe different operation details in this manual as follows: 

 
Operation Content description Example 
Display 
content 

Represented with normal character 0-9 

General key Except the function keys, all others are 
represented by normal character with frame  

0-9 

Function key Function keys are represented with 
overstriking and frame 

OK 

Menu item Represented by italics with boldface Hold the call 
 

Note: The pictures used in the manual are the function illustration pictures only, and maybe they are 
different from display in your mobile phone. Please take yours as the standard. 
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Security and performance 
Welcome to select NEC mobile phone. After you start using the phone, the background will send IMEI 

number to the management system of manufacturer, which helps you to query the purchase time and 
guarantee time of the phone under the situation of missing the warranty card and purchase receipt. 
Registration message will be sent in SMS and charged by the network provider as 0.10 or 0.15 yuan without 
other fee.  

 
 ◆ Emergency service 

In any country, if want to dial the emergency telephone, you can directly dial 112 (or other emergency service 
telephone), you must confirm the power of mobile phone is on and it is within the service area, then input the 
emergency service number (112 or other numbers) and tap  ＯＫ to make the call. 
In any digital network , 112 emergent telephone service is set. In England you can also use 999 backup 
emergent calling number, but you must insert valid SIM card. 

 
Note: Because of the property of the mobile network, each emergency call is not sure to succeed. 
 
Individual  

♦ When using the radio frequency device including mobile phone, it is possible to have some 
disturbance on some medical devices with bad shielding performance, such as Acousticon or heart 
pacemaker. Before using the mobile phone, please consult with the producer of the medical device 
or your doctor. 

♦ For the user with heart disease, please pay close attention to the setting of ring tone volume and 
vibration. 

♦ In the places where the explosive gas or production process exist, such as oil warehouse, or 
chemical factory, please pay the close attention to restricts of use for radio frequency device. When 
your mobile phone is in idle, it still emits electromagnetic signals. If required, you should turn off 
the mobile phone. 

♦ Please pay attention to the transportation safety. When driving, the mobile phone should not be used, 
if using it; it is suggested to stop the car first. 

♦ When your mobile phone is missing or stolen, please immediately inform the telecom department to 
prohibit the SIM card from using. It will make you free from the economic loss caused by other 
pseudo calls. 

♦ When you contact with telecom department or sales agents, they should know the IMEI number of 
your mobile phone, which is printed on the label of back of the mobile phone (remove battery or 
dial “*#06#” to find it ). Please record the number and keep it safely for future use. 

♦ To make your mobile phone misused, please adopt prevention measures, such as: set SIM card PIN 
number or personal security code or change the code in time as other person knows it. 

♦ When leave the car, please keep the mobile phone at the unobvious place, it would better take it or 
lock in the luggage boot. 

♦ Please keep the children from the mobile phone, charger or battery. 
 
Mobile phone 
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The mobile phone includes the precise electric wires, magnet and battery system, which should be 
dealt with carefully, especially pays attention to the following important points: 

♦ Your mobile phone can produce electromagnetic field; please do not place the magnetic storage 
media such as computer disk near to the mobile phone. 

♦ When using the mobile phone near to the electric devices such as TV, telephone, radio and personal 
computer, it maybe leads to disturbance and effect on the performance of mobile phone. 

♦ No matter when, please do not make the mobile phone and its fitting parts touch the liquid or keep 
them in the wet environment. 

♦ Please do not keep the mobile phone in the environment with over-temperature or under-
temperature. 

♦ Please do not keep the mobile phone near to the flame, litten cigar or cigarette. 
♦ Please do not scrawl on the mobile phone. 
♦ Please do not fall the mobile phone off or behave any rude beating on the mobile phone. 
♦ Please do not keep the mobile phone together with computer magnetic disk, credit card, traveling 

card or other magnetic objects. Otherwise the stored information in magnetic card or credit card is 
affected by it. 

♦ Please do not keep the mobile phone or battery at the position with the temperature beyond 60 , ℃

such as the car instrument panel, screensill or the back of the glass screen with direct shining. 
♦ Please do not try to disassemble the mobile phone or any other accessories. 
♦ Only little wet or anti-static cloth can be used to wipe the mobile phone. Please do not use dry or 

static cloth to wipe the mobile phone. Please do not use the cleanser with chemical reagent or 
grinding sand, otherwise the cleanser will damage the shell of the mobile phone. 

♦ The receiver of mobile phone will produce some heat during the using normally; same as the mobile 
phone is charging. 

♦ Please remember the recycle, the bandbox package for the mobile phone is very suitable for recycle. 
♦ Please do not keep the mobile phone in the status of non-battery or empty battery capacity; 

otherwise some data may be lost. 
♦ Some mental material included in the mobile phone may make you allergic, which is determined by 

your physique and health condition. 
♦ Please do not put the mobile phone in the rear pocket of the trousers or skirt to prevent from damage 

when sitting. At the same time please do not put the mobile phone at the bottom of the bag to 
prevent from impact or strong extrusion. 

♦ If vibration function is on, please keep the mobile phone far from heat sources (such as heater) and 
prevent it from sliding from the desk top for the vibration. 

♦ Only handwriting pen authorized by NEC can be used. Use other handwriting pen maybe infract the 
warranty, and possibly damage the touch screen.  

♦ Please plug and draw the hardwiring pen carefully, and plug the pen in the correct position without 
use to prevent from children.  

♦ Please try to avoid scratching the touch pen. It is prohibited to use the normal pen, pencil, or other 
sharp instrument write on the touch screen.  
       

Battery 
♦ Please do not keep the batter device short circuit, which will damage on the battery, produce heat 

and even cause fire. 
♦ It is prohibited to throw the battery into the fire for preventing from explosion. The discarded 

battery should be returned to the provider, or be put into he specified recycle bin; do not put them 
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into the home waste. 
♦ Please do not make the metal, such as coin or key ring, touch the end point of the battery caused 

short circuit. 
♦ Please do not remove the battery when the mobile phone powers on. 
♦ Please do not put the mobile phone’s battery into mouth, because the electrolyte will result in 

poisoning. 
♦ One built-in battery in the mobile phone can only be replaced by the professional engineer. If using 

the battery with wrong type to replace, it is possible to result in explosion. Please deal with the used 
battery according to provider instruction. 

♦ When using any battery and charger which is not specified by the provider, potential danger exists. 
The resulted damage on the mobile phone is beyond the warranty. 

 
Note: If the battery is damaged, the material in the battery should be prevented from touching. If touching       
the skin, it should be washed with plenty of water, or get help from a doctor if necessary. 

 
On the way 

♦ The car must be securely controlled all along, please pay attention to driving. 
♦ Please comply with all rules in the local transportation security regulations. 
♦ Before sending and answering phone, you should closely notice the local law system on use for 

wireless phone and pay attention to it when using. 
♦ Please send or answer call after stopping the car according to the requirements of driving condition. 
♦ Except for emergent situation, it is prohibited to stop the car at the side of the highway for receiving 

or dialing the phone. 
♦ The electronic system in the car, such as the lock brake, quick control and combustion ejection 

system generally are not affected by the wireless radio wave. The manufacturer of this type of 
devices will tell you whether these devices have good shielding function. If you have doubt that the 
wireless wave causes the car’s failure, please contact the franchiser. Please do not disassemble the 
mobile phone before the quantified professional personnel checks it.  

♦ When the airbag swells, it will produce strong external force. Please do not install or place wireless 
talking device above the airbag or within the touchable area of the airbag after it extends. If the car 
wireless talking is not installed correctly, once the airbag swells, it will result in serious damage.  

♦ When renewing petroleum, please turn off your mobile phone. Same case also applies to the place 
where the bidirectional wireless device is prohibited for using. Please do not put the flammable and 
explosive substances together with the mobile phone or carry them together; for internal spark may 
result in combustion. 

 
On the plane 

♦ When on the plane or near to the plane, please turn off the mobile phone and take out the battery. 
The behavior to use the mobile phone on the plane is illegal, which may result in danger for the 
operation of plane, also damage the mobile phone network. The violator may be paused or canceled 
the mobile phone service, even prosecuted, or punished doubly. 

♦ Under the emergent situation, it is allowed to use the mobile phone with the agreement of crewman 
in terms of security regulation. 

 
Device from other manufacturers 

♦ If using the devices, cable or fitting parts from the other providers without NEC production or 
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authorization, it is possible to result in invalidation for warranty; moreover, it has also influences on 
the normal use of the mobile phone. It is obligatory to use fitting parts of NEC. 

 
Maintenance service 

♦ The phone, battery and inside of charge have no part which the user can repair freely. Advise you to 
take your NEC mobile phone to maintenance agent authorized by NEC for repair. When you need 
the maintenance service, please consult with the network service provider or NEC in detail.  

 
Non-ionic radiation 

♦ A wireless device should connect to the antenna by the non-radiation cable (for example coaxial-
cable). The antenna should not be installed near to the human body, except the metal shielding exists 
between them, such as metal roof. Only the antenna specially designed for this mobile phone can be 
used. The antenna without authorization or with fitting parts refitted or added by users own maybe 
damages the mobile phone or violates the related rules, which results in performance decrease or 
radiation with unqualified standards. 

 
Effective use 

♦ To obtain the best performance with the least power consumption, please pay attention to the 
following rules: when talking, please do not use the hand to cover the position of built-in antenna, 
which may affect the quality of talking and cause that the mobile phone works with the output power 
beyond the normal standard and shorten the talking and idle duration of battery. 

 
Energy of radio frequency 

♦ Your mobile phone is a kind of wireless transmitter and receiver with low power. Once the mobile 
phone turns on, it will receive and transmit wireless signal intermittently. The network system will 
control the transmitting power of the mobile phone. 

 
Electromagnetic radiation 

♦ Your mobile phone completely complies with the standard on the wireless radiation constituted by 
the nation authoritative organization and international health association. These standards of 
limitation are a part of the comprehensive rules and compose of permissive standard of public 
wireless radiation. These standards are gradually formed through the long-term and in-depth 
scientific research conducted by some independent scientific organization ICNIRP (International 
Commission on Non-ionizing Radiation Protection). These limit standards contain lots of security 
capacity so as to keep person safe, whatever the age or health status, and also consider the 
changeable factors of various kinds of measure condition. 

 
Copyright permission 
·   T9™  text input and  T9 mark is the registered mark for Tegic Communication. 

 “The authorization for T9 text input  is as follows: 
U.S. patent number :5,818,437,5,953,541,5,187,480,5,945,928,6,011,554  and 6,307,548; Australian 
patent number: 727539; Canada patent number: 1,331,057; England patent number:2238414B; Hongkong   
patent number: HK0940329; Singapore patent: 51383; Europe patent: 0 842 463 (96927260.8) 
DE/DK,FI,FR,IT,NL,PT,ES,SE,GB; Korea patent: KR201211B1 and KR226206B1；The patent for other 
nations are in the application process.” 

·   Execution standards for mobile phone and its attached parts production 
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Execution standard for mobile phone：Q/NM 005。 
Execution standard for battery：GB/T 18287-2000。 
Execution standard fro charger：YD/T 998-1999。 

 
To continuous improvement for the product, the mobile phone type and attached parts’ specification may 

be modified partly or completely, please forgive not to inform for it. 
 
If the content described in this manual does not conform to your mobile phone, please take yours as the 
standard. NEC possesses the right of the final explanation for this instruction manual.  
NEC reserves the right to modify the technical specification without the pre-notification.  
NEC reserves the right to modify this manual without the pre-notification.  
The manufacturer reserves the right to modify the product technical specification without the pre-
notification. 
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1 Start to use 

Before using the mobile phone, please read this section. The section will tell you how to install charge 
and maintain your mobile phone’s battery. It also tells you the information about the digital GSM network and 
instructs you how to insert and unlock SIM card. The detailed information about it will be also stated in the 
section.   

 

1.1 Battery 
 The mobile phone contains one battery. When purchasing, the battery is not charged, but maybe supports 

to turn on the phone. A new battery should be charged for at least 16 hours, after the battery is used up 
for the first time, then it is charged fully for use; same as the second and third time, then the battery will 
easily reach the best status for use. 

1.1.1 The disassembly and installation of battery 

 When dissembling, make the mobile phone back face upward, and press the back cover’s battery lock 
button at the bottom of the mobile phone, then slip the back cover downward and take off the back cover.  
Pull the tail of the battery upward and take out the batter. 

 When installing, insert the clip at the top of the battery into the corresponding clamping slot in the phone 
and press the battery downward, then install the phone’s back cover. Make sure that you have installed 
battery well before turning mobile phone on. 

1.1.2 Battery charging 

 Insert the adapter of the charger into the plughole of mobile phone as follows； 

 
 Connect the charger with the power. At this moment, a sign of battery will sparkle indicating the battery 

is charging;  
 When the power capacity reaches the fourth level, and charging sign changes to the power capacity, 

which means the charging is completed. During the charging, the battery, mobile phone and charger will 
become heated, which is normal phenomena; 

 After the charging completed, disconnect the power and pull off the charger. 
Warning: 
When charging, the phone must be placed at the site with the temperature 
between －5℃ and 55℃ and use the charger from the provider. When using the 
charger without permission, it is possible to result in danger, moreover violate 
the permission and terms of warranty for mobile phone. 
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1.1.3 Use of battery 

The phone idle duration provided by the manufacturer is based on the ideal work environment. In the 
practice, the work duration of battery will vary with the different network state, work environment and use 
mode. 

Please deal with the battery according to local regulations; do not take it as the life waste. 

1.1.4 Indication of battery capacity 

When the mobile phone powers on, the level of battery capacity displays on the top left corner of the 
screen. The residual power capacity is represented by indication bars from one to four levels. 

1.2 Connection of network 

1.2.1 SIM card 

Your network provider will provide you with a plug-in type of SIM card (user identification card). SIM 
card is the key for you to enter the digital GSM network. Before using the mobile phone, you must insert 
valid SIM card into the mobile phone. 

 
All information related with network connection records in the SIM card, also including name, telephone 

number and short message. SIM card can also be taken out from your mobile phone and insert into any GSM 
mobile phone for use (new mobile phone automatically identifies SIM card.). 

 
To prevent from loss and damage on the information in the card, please avoid touching the metal plat 

area and keep the SIM far from electric and magnetic field. You can not enter the GSM network as the SIM 
card damages. 

 
Warning: Before taking out SIM card, the mobile phone must be turned off. It 
is absolutely prohibited to insert into or take out SIM card when the phone is 
connecting to external power, otherwise SIM card may be damaged. 
 

1.2.2 Insertion of SIM card 

Generally SIM card is put into a card, and it must be taken out carefully before installation. 
 Turn off the mobile phone and remove the battery and other external power.  
 Insert SIM card into the bottom of  lugs and ensure the metal plane area is downward and the position of 

its corner is the same as which of clamping slot’s corner;  
 Push SIM card , lock SIM card and install the battery;  
 If you need take out SIM card, please first turn off mobile phone and take out the battery, then remove 

SIM card. 
 

1.2.3 Unlocking of SIM card 

To prevent from illegal use, SIM card adopts PIN (personal identification number) code to encrypt for 
protection. When this function is selected (refer to section 4.5.1), each time you turn on the mobile phone, you 
must input PIN code to unlock SIM card for sending or answering calls. A user can also relieve SIM card 
protection (refer to section 4.5.1). In this case, SIM card is not prevented from illegal use. 

 Long press Pwr to turn on the mobile phone; 
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 Input PIN code, tap OK to confirm. For example: if PIN is set as 1234, then input as following:   1 2 3 4   
OK. If you continue inputting wrong code for three times, then your SIM card will be locked. The 
mobile phone will query PUK code. (Please refer to the instruction of SIM card.)  

Note: Your network operator will set a standard PIN number (from 4 bits to 8 bits) for your SIM card; you 
should change it to your private password as rapidly as possible. Please refer to section 4.5.4 
 

1.2.4 Connection to network 

After SIM card is decrypted successfully, the mobile phone will search your registered network or local 
available network automatically (It will display “network is connecting, please wait for a while” in the screen). 
Once the connection is successful, the network sign for the network operator will appear on the top of the 
screen. At present, your mobile phone is in idle status; you can send or answer calls. 

 

1.3 Insertion of memory card 
Before inserting, please push the memory card block as the direction on it, then open it as follows： 

 

Insert the memory card as follows： 

 

Close the card block as follows, and then lock it： 

 

1.4 Idle screen and content 
You can get the information needed via the indication and sign on the idle display screen.  

 Current signal intensity 

 GPRS applied（related with SIM card） 

 Unread messages in indicate bar 

 Unread WAP PUSH messages in indicate bar 

 Messages memory is full 
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 Mobile memory is  full 

 MMS on the Phone is full 

 SIM card memory is full 

 WAP push messages is full 

 Insert T-flash card 

 Current Phone mode is Meeting mode 

 Current Phone mode is Car mode 

 Current Phone mode is  pocket mode 

 Current Phone mode is Personal mode 

 Current Phone mode is Offline mode 

 Start call filter 

 Missed calls in indicate bar 

 Indicate a universal Call diversion is set 

 Indicate a CSD connection 

 Indicate Schedule to come 

 Indicate alarm clock to ring 

 Alarm has been set 

 Missed calls in idle  

 Unread messages in idle 

 Current battery capability left 

06/06/06（二） Indicate the current date is June 6th, 2006, Tuesday.  
 

22：22 
Indicate the current time, which can be set as a 24-hour or 12-hour 
format. (It can also display time in foreign counties, which you have 
to change the setting.) 

   (CMCC) Indicate the network operator 

 
 

 
 
Note： 
1. Use the touchpen to tap the screen for entering the interface of dial plate, input number to make a call, etc; 
2. Use the touchpen to tap the date on screen for entering the window of schedule to operate 

correspondingly;  
3. Use the touchpen to tap the time on screen for entering the window of date to operate the date, time, 

alarm and world clock. 
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1.5 Keys 
The index of function for keys is illustrated as following: 
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Side down key (vd) 

Self Portrait Mirror  

Touchpen 

Right key 

Power key 
RSK 

OK 

Speaker 

USB port 

Down key 
Left key 

Send key 
LSK 

Up key 

Side up key (vu) 
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LSK Conform, select, pop-up menu or activate select menu of input method 

u in the edit state  
RSK Cancel, delete, back, back to previous menu; Short press to enter 

internet on the idle screen  
Up key Move up, page up and  on the idle screen : short press: enter phone 

modes; long press: switch meeting mode /last mode  
Down key Move down, page down and enter My favorites on the idle 

screen  
Left key Move left, page up/down and on the idle screen: short press to  

SMS window; long press to enter create SMS window  
Right key Move right, page up/down and short press to enter Phonebook 

on the idle screen 
Side up key Move up; short press to quickly mute the ring tone of incoming calls;  

short press to increase the volume of receiver; short press to scroll 
highlight or page down; short press to enter the screen of adjusting the 
volume of ring tone in the idle; long press to enter Camera in the idle  

Side down key Move down; short press to quickly mute the ring tone of incoming 
calls;  short press to decrease the volume of receiver; short press to 
enter the screen of adjusting the volume of ring tone in the idle; short 
press to scroll highlight or page down 

Send key Dial out; answer incoming call; press  send  key to enter call 
history(press left/right key to switch type of call record)  

Power key (Pwr) Power on /off, hang up calls, terminate (return to idle screen) 
* key(*) Input * in dial screen；long press to turn on/off phone lock in the 

idle; switch input method in the editing; short press to select all 
content on the current page in the multi-select window. 

# key(#) Short press to activate symbol input and long press to next line  
in the editing；long press to input P in dial screen; short press to 
cancel all in the multi-select window.  

0—9 Input number or word; long press to perform quick dial on the 
idle screen; short press to realize corresponding function in  menu 
mode 

OK Events icon on the idle screen :short press to view information; 
long press to enter music player ; 
No events icon on the screen :short press to enter My menu; 
long press to enter music player. 

0 Long tap to input + in dial screen; input space and  some symbols  in 
the editing; press 0 to enter my number window in the main screen  

1 Long press to enter voice mail on the idle screen; enter settings 
in  the  main screen  

2 Enter Multimedia in  the  main screen 
3 Enter WAP in  the  main screen 
4 Enter My favorites in  the  main screen 
5 Enter Messages in  the  main screen 
6 Enter Phonebook in  the  main screen 
7 Enter Entertainment in  the  main screen 
8 Enter Call history in  the  main screen  
9 Enter Accessory in  the  main screen 
Lock key Long press to enable or disable Phone lock 
When the alarm and schedule times out or missed call and unread messages (including WAP PUSH 

messages) prompt in the idle, the idle will display the corresponding icon (refer to section 1.4), use the 
touchpen to tap the corresponding icon to view the content directly. You can hold down OK key to access 
My menu. The options for My menu can be set in Settings  - My menu.  

Note: In this user manual, “tap” means to tap the screen down then release, while 
“long tap” means to tap the screen for more than 1seconds then release. 
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1.6 Input message 
In order to make it convenient to input the characters in the phone, input methods as handwriting are 

specially built in N5106 mobile telephone, which makes you look up the relevant characters with less times 
of key-tapping. 

1.6.1 Keyboard input 

1.6.1.1  Number and character input 

Key Capital character Lowercase character 
1 @ 1 ，；：？！（） @ 1 ，；：？！（） 
2 A B C 2 a b c 2 
3 D E F 3 d e f 3 
4 G H I 4 g h i 4 
5 J K L 5 j k l 5 
6 M N O 6 m n o 6 
7 P Q R S 7 p q r s 7 
8 T U V 8 t u v 8 
9 W X Y Z 9 w x y z 9 
0 . 0- . 0 - 
* * 

Change case 
* 
Change case 

# # 
In text entry screen ,short press to activate 
symbol mode; long press to enter next line/ 
In standby screen or when making a 
call, hold down to insert the pause 
symbol P. 

# 
In text entry screen, short press to activate 
symbol mode; long press to enter next line / 
In standby screen or when making a call, 
hold down to insert the pause symbol 
P. 

1.6.1.2 Switch the input methods 

When you want to input characters, you must choose a kind of input method firstly. If you want to choose the 
appropriate input method, please press：* key. 
The input methods built-in the microphone include as follows: 

 Chinese stroke input law 
 Chinese spelling input law 
 123 
 T9 En 
 ABC 
 abc 

The corresponding icon to input law is showed on the lower-left corner of the screen. Tap  switch 

to input method of handwriting  

1.6.1.3 Stroke input law 

The icon of stroke input law is: 

                                                                        
Under the status of stroke input law, you may input the Chinese character according its stoke. Under this 
status, each key represents the stroke as follows: 
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Key Corresponding stroke Key Corresponding stroke 

1 Horizontal  4 Right-falling 
2 Vertical  5 Horizontal and turning 
3 Left-falling  6 ? (Omnipotence key represents any stroke) hook 

 
According to the Chinese character sequence, press the corresponding number key to carry out the stroke input. 
The stroke clue is showed on the lower-left corner of the screen and the candidate Chinese characters appear in the 
bottom row. Press OK or 0 to conform inputting. 
 
You can press U key or D key to look over the candidate Chinese character across pages and use L key or R key 
to find out the Chinese character you need and then press OK key to input this Chinese character. 
 
Phrase input: after you input the Chinese character, the corresponding Chinese characters will appear on 
below the screen for you to choose to make up phrase that you need. 
 

During the input stroke, you may press 6key to input “?” for replacing the unknown stroke. For 
example, when you want to input “好”, but don’t know how to input the first stroke “ㄑ”, you may press 
6key for replacing it. At this time, the interrogation mark will appear as the stroke clue. Then you can press 
the corresponding number key 3 （left-falling）, 1 （horizontal）, 5 （horizontal and turning）to the 
residual strokes according to the stroke sequence. You will see the Chinese character “好” appear in the 
candidate Chinese characters area. Press the OK key or press 2  key for confirmation and finish the input. 

1.6.1.4 Chinese spelling input law 

The icon of spelling input law is： 

                                                                               
The spelling input law provided by this mobile telephone is intelligent. So it has fewer keys. When using the 
spelling input law, you only need to press the number key with the letter and input the spelling letters of 
Chinese characters wrote. The spelling on the screen will change along with it continually. You may press L 
key or R key to choose the spelling you need, press U key or D key to look over the spelling options across 
pages and press OK key , 0 key or corresponding number key to confirm your selection. At this time, the 
black cursor will appear on the candidate Chinese character. You may also press U key or D key to look 
over the candidate Chinese character across pages and press OK key to choose the Chinese character you 
need. At this time, the Chinese character you need  will appear in the text input area. 
 
The spelling input law is a intelligent input method. When finishing inputting, common word related to 
inputted character will appear in the select area. After selecting character may compose word quickly that 
increases input speed. When inputting new character, press number key directly character in candidate area 
will be updated automatically. 
For example, inputting the “科”, you only need to press number key 5 and 3 (you may see the corresponding 
spelling letter on the keyboard), then press R key to choose the spelling “ke”. After you press OK key or 0 
key for confirmation, the cursor will appear in the Chinese character selected row. Press R key to choose the 
Chinese character “科”. After press OK key , 0  or press corresponding number key to confirm your 
selection, the Chinese character “科” will appear in the text input area.（ü corresponds to V on the number 
key） 
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1.6.1.5 Number input law 

The icon of number input law is: 

                                                                                                           

The number input law is very convenient for number input. Input 0-9 ten numbers through 0—9 keys. You 
only need to press the corresponding number key in order to input the number. 

1.6.1.6 English small letter input law 

The icon of English small letter input law is: 

                                                                                                           

Under the status of English small letter input law, press the number key once for the first letter on the key 
and twice for the second letter and analogize sequentially. If the inputted letter and the first letter are on the 
same key, please wait for the cursor to appear again and then input the new letter. For example, if you want 
to input “OK”, you only need to continuously press the number key 6 three times for “O”, then continuously 
press the number key 5 twice for “K” and the input is finished. 

1.6.1.7 English capitalization input law 

The icon of English capitalization input law is: 

 

The detailed operation procedure is the same as one of English small letter input law. 

1.6.1.8 Intelligent English input law 

        The icon of Intelligent English small letter input law is: 
                                                          

 
The Intelligent English small letter input law has the same intelligence as the spelling input law. Use number 
keys 2-9 to input the corresponding letter. Each letter can be inputted through pressing the key only once 
and the word on the screen will change along with it. You may press R key or L key to choose the candidate 
word or U key or D key to look over the candidate words across pages and then 按 OK key to confirm your 
selection. At this time, the words you select will appear the text input area. For example, if you want to input 
“OK”, you only need to press the number key 6 and 5 (you may see the corresponding letter on the 
keyboard). Then you will see the word “OK” to appear in the candidate area for word. Press OK key to 
confirm your selection and finish the input. 

1.6.1.9 Symbol input law 

Press # key to activate the symbol input law, which is used to input various kinds of symbols conveniently. 
When choosing the symbol input law, thirty-six symbols will appear on the screen. You may press up, down, 
left, right key to choose the symbol. After you find out the symbol you need, press select key or OK key to 
finish the symbol’s input. When you press # key again, exit the symbol input law and back to the input law 
you used at last time automatically. 
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1.6.2 Input method of handwriting 

1.6.2.1 Input method of  handwriting 

Input method of handwriting is the main method to input character for this mobile phone, which adopts 
the advanced technology of character identification, so as to make you input Chinese and English in full 
screen conveniently and quickly.  

Tap the icons of corresponding input methods to switch proper input method among Pinyin, Stoke, 
English/Number, Symbol and Handwriting. Tap  to switch to  keyboard input method. 

 
♦ Handwriting Chinese 

Before use input handwriting Chinese, confirm the type of character first. Tap “ ”，and the cursor 

will display the current input position。Use the touchpen to write in the input area，pause for a while and 
the screen will automatically display the character identified，and spare character will display in the selected 
area。If the character displayed on the screen is not you required，tap the character in selected area to 
replace. This mobile phone has the function of intelligent Chinese, in detail that tap the spear character on the 
screen，it will display the second character formed with the first one usually. Tapping the second character 
directly will input it. 

♦ Handwriting English 

Except Handwriting Chinese, you can use Handwriting English to input English。Tap “ ” to 

complete the input。 
♦ Handwriting number 

Except Handwriting Chinese, you can use Handwriting number to input number。Tap “ ” to 

complete the input。 
 

1.6.2.2 Input of Pinyin 

When edit, tap “ ” to select input Pinyin, and use the touchpen to input Pinyin，then choose from 

the selected area，it will display in the input area；If the character displayed in the selected area is not you 
required， tap the arrow on the right side to flip pages for select other characters, then tap the character 
selected, it will display in the input area. Pinyin has the intelligent function as Handwriting Chinese. After 
select the handwriting character, the character that can usually form the words will display the selected area, 
which quickens the input speed with selecting the related characters. When write on the screen again, the 
character in the selected area will renew automatically. 

 

1.6.2.3 Input of Stroke 

When edit, tap “ ” to select input Stroke。During the process of inputting, tap  “？” to input 

“？”for substituting the unknown strokes. Take “好” as an example, if you do not know how to input the first 
stroke “ㄑ”，you can tap “？”for substituting. At this moment,  Stroke prompts the question mark, then tap 
the number of rest strokes as their order，you will see the character  “好” displays in the selected area，and 
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tap “好” to complete the input。 
 

1.6.2.4 Input of English and number 

When edit, tap “ ” to activate the input panel of English and number。Directly tap to complete the 

input. Tap  to switch between capital letter and small letter. Directly tap the number in the display area to 

complete the input. 
 

1.6.2.5 Input of Symbol 

When edit, tap “ ” to select input Symbol。During the process of inputting, use the touchpen to tap 

the symbol in the table, it will appear the position of cursor. Tap “ ” and “ ” for more symbols; tap 

“ ” and “ ” to lock/unlock the input screen. When locked, you can input more than one symbol in this 

screen, or only can input one symbol. 
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2 Dial and answer the phone 

After the setting of mobile phone is completed, you can dial or answer phone. This section will provide 
all basic information you needed. 

Note: when using the earphone, please insert and pull carefully to avoid damaging the hole of earphone 

2.1 Turn on/off phone 
1. Under the status of phone power off, long press Pwr key to turn on phone, then the starting 

animation appears.  
2. If PIN code is required, please refer to section 1.2.3.  
3. In the status of power on, long press Pwr key to turn off phone. 
 

2.2 Make a phone call 
When the sign of network operator appears on the display screen, the phone enters the idle screen, and 
then you can dial or answer calls. The indication bar on top right corner of screen displays the intensity 
of network signal (Four level bars mean the strongest signal). The barrier has great influence on the 
quality of talking, so moving in a small range can enhance the intensity of signal effectively.  
There are multiple dialing modes from idle screen, namely: direct dial, phone book dial, quick dial and 

SIM card dial. 

2.2.1 Direct dial 

Dial the domestic phone 
The simplest way to make a call is to press the number key to input the phone number (If it is domestic 

long-distance call, the area code is needed.) then press Send  key or  OK key to call. While dialing, the 
screen will display the name and number. After the call connected, it displays the call time, the phone 
number and name of the other side. 

After inputting the phone number via press the number key, directly tap Send or press OK to call; tap 
Option to activate the menu as following: 

Select Call    to call out telephone; 
Select IP dial  to insert IP number in the front of the phone number then dial out (The function is 

needed to set before use, and refer to section 4.4.8); 
Select Save to save the telephone number (Refer to section 9.3 for detailed operation); 
Select Start countdown to start the countdown (Refer to section 12.8for detailed operation); 
Select Send SMS to enter short message edit screen and complete the corresponding operation (Refer to 
section 8.2.1 for operation on function of short message);  
Select Send MMS to enter MMS edit screen and complete the corresponding operation (Refer to section 
8.2.2 for operation on function of short message).  
After talking, press Pwr key to hang up the phone. The phone will display the call duration for this time.  
 
Dial the fixed extension telephone 
Some fixed extension telephone can not directly be dialed. You need to connect the main line first then 

dial the extension number. If you insert symbol “P” between the main number and the extension number 
when inputting the number, the phone will make the call for you and dial the extension number automatically. 
The method to input “P” is: long tap # (which will be displayed on your screen). You can input more than 
one “p” to increase the duration of inputting the extension number. 
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Dial international phone call 
When dialing international phone call, you only need input the symbol “+” (Long tap 0 key until the 

symbol “+” displays on the display screen.), then input the country code and whole telephone number.  
For example: if making a phone call to France, you need long tap 0 key until the symbol “+” appears, 

then  input the country code of France “33” and whole telephone number. 
 

2.2.2 Make a phone call from phonebook 

In the main screen ,select Phonebook or press Right key to enter phonebook. Activate Option to select 
“find”, find corresponding person and select corresponding phone, then tap Send to dial out phone. 

  

2.2.3 Quick dial  

Quick dialing is also called abbreviated dial, you can respectively set 8 number keys as telephone 
number (refer to section 4.4.4 on setting).  

In idle screen, long press the number keys from 2 to 9 which are set as quick dial to automatically dial 
corresponding set phone number. If the selected number key is not set as quick dial, the mobile phone will 
prompt “Phone number is empty”. 

 

2.2.4 SIM card dial 

In dial panel screen, tap number and # in turn to dial from SIM card. That is the phone number stored at 
the corresponding position in SIM card will display automatically. Directly press OK or Send key to dial out 
phone. 

 

2.2.5 Unsuccessful calls 

The phenomena of unsuccessful calls may appear during the dialing, for example: the line is busy, reject 
the call, the phone of other side is not within service area or the phone of other side is power off, etc. the 
phone will prompt “Call failed”. At this time if you set auto redial (refer to section 4.4.3), the phone will 
automatically redial, and the system will prompt “Continue?”. Press OK key or tap Call  to redial or redial 
without operation for a while, and tap Stop to cancel it. 

 

2.3 Answer the call 
When a new call comes, tap Answer to answer the call.  
After talking is over, press Pwr key or tap Reject to hang up the phone.  
During the talking, the phone will prompt new call by short sound. At this time you can tap Answer to 

answer new call; moreover the previous call will become hold status. Please refer to section 2.4.4; if do not 
want to answer, you can press Pwr key or tap Reject key to reject the call.  

 

2.4 During the talking 
During the talking, activate Option :  
Select  Hold  to keep current communication (related with SIM card), at this time both parties can not hear 
voice, meanwhile Hold menu change to active, select this menu and return to normal communication. 
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Select Record to transcribe current call content. When you are transcribing, the menu changes to Stop 
recording, select this menu to stop recording. 

Select Mute to pause voice of current talking, at this time you can hear the voice of other side, but it can 
not hear your voice, which facilitates you to talk with other local person to during the talking. The menu 
changes to Unmute, select this menu to return to normal talking;. 

Select Switch to BT: talk with BT earphone. After selecting “switch to BT” ,this menu changes to 
“switch to phone”  

Select New call  to make the second phone call, or press number keys to make a new call during the 
talking, then press Send key to dial out phone;  

Select Phonebook to enter phone book screen, and implement the corresponding operation, which 
facilitates to search a phone number during the dialing;  

Select Create SMS to enter new short message screen and complete the corresponding operation (refer 
to section 8.2.1). 

When dialing the extension, after hearing the prompt voice of the other side, directly dial the extension 
number, and only extension number displays on the screen. When extension dialing completed, tap Back to 
display the number of switchboard. 

During the talking, tap Handfree to talk in speak，at this moment, Handfree becomes Receiver，tap 
Receiver to resume the normal talking。 

 

2.4.1 Adjust volume 

Press side up/down key to increase or decrease the receiver volume. The key position refers to the 
picture within section 1.5。  

2.4.2 Reject the call 

Press Pwr key to end the call. After the rejection, the duration of talking will display. 
 

2.4.3 New message 

During the dialing phone, if there is new message, the phone will have prompt voice to remind you. 

2.4.4 Answer the new call 

Refer to section 2.3 for the operation and content of answering the call, the different point is that after 
answering a new call, the previous call will keep hold. The previous talking can be activated by tap Active, 
and the new call will keep hold. Refer to section 2.4.5 for operation about answering two calls 
simultaneously. 

 

2.4.5 Answering two calls simultaneously 

When answering two calls, the current talking number displays at the first line, the other call will keep 
hold; two calls can be switched by tapping Active. or Hold 

When the second call is active, activate Option and implement the following functions: Switch,End, 
End all, Record, Mute , Switch to BT, Conference (related with SIM card), Phonebook and Create SMS. 

Select switch to switch communication; 
Select End to reject current talking, so does press Pwr key;  
Select End all to reject all talking; 
Select Record to dial operation , the phone will record automatically once call connected, so does 
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directly tap record  icon on the talking screen after call is connected. 
Select Mute to pause voice of current talking, at this time you can hear the voice of other side, but it can 

not hear your voice, which facilitates you to talk with other local person to during the 
talking. The menu changes to Unmute, select this menu to return to normal talking. 

Select Switch to BT: talk with BT earphone. After selecting “switch to BT” ,this menu changes to 
“switch to phone”  

Select Conference to hold conference call or talk with the specified participant separately.  
Select Phonebook to enter phone book screen, and implement the corresponding operation, which 

facilitates to search a phone number during the dialing. 
Select Create SMS to enter new short message screen and complete the corresponding operation (refer 

to section 8.2.1); 
During the talking, tap Speaker to talk in handfree，at this moment, Speaker becomes Receiver，tap 
Receiver to resume the normal talking。 
 

2.4.6 Conference  

During the conference talking, conference call can be held or talk with the specified participant 
separately. Tap Option to complete: Hold, Record ,Mute, Switch to BT, New call, Conference list, 
Phonebook and Create SMS. 

Select Hold to hold the current talk (related with SIM card), at this time both parties can not hear the 
voice, meanwhile the menu changes to Active, select this menu to return to normal talking; or directly tap 
Active or Hold;  

Select Record to dial operation , the phone will record automatically once call connected, so does 
directly tap record  icon on the talking screen after call is connected. 

Select Mute to pause voice of current talking, at this time you can hear the voice of other side, but it can 
not hear your voice, which facilitates you to talk with other local person to during the talking. The menu 
changes to Unmute, select this menu to return to normal talking;  

Select Switch to BT: talk with BT earphone. After selecting “switch to BT” ,this menu changes to 
“switch to phone” 

Select New call to make the second phone call, or make a new call during the talking, then  press Send 
key to dial out phone;  

Select Conference list to enter the window of conference list, tap Option to activate , which  may End 
and Split，select End，end the talking with all members；select Split，split the member selected from 
conference talking； 

Select Phonebook to enter phone book screen, and implement the corresponding operation, which 
facilitates to search a phone number during the dialing. 

Select Create SMS to enter new short message screen and complete the corresponding operation (refer 
to section 8.2.1). 
If a new call comes during the conference talking, please refer to section 2.4.4 for processing. 

2.5 Emergency call 
In any country using the digital GSM network, if your phone is within the area covered by network (it 

can be aware by checking network signal intensity on top right corner of screen.), you can call the emergency 
service. if your phone is within the area covered by network, you can make an emergency call even you have 
not SIM card.  
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”112” is a standard emergency number of GSM, which can be used in any GSM network of 
the world. 
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3 Menu operation 

This section will help you get to know the function and structure of the mobile phone’s menu, and in 
detail explain how to user-define the functions of mobile phone for meeting your needs, moreover represent 
you how to use basic operation function. 

3.1 Structure of main menu 
The function menu of the mobile phone contains: Settings, Multimedia, WAP, My favorites, Messages, 

Phonebook, Entertainment, Call history and Accessory. 

3.2 Selection of main menu 
In the menu screen, tap the menu icon or press OK to enter the corresponding menu. 
 

3.3 Other selection modes 
In the idle screen, all function keys define the special menu function, which facilitates you to directly 

enter menu function, illustrated as following:  
Note:  if the phone is locked, unlock it before use.  
The default shortcut keys of special function are as follows: 

Function key Items of function menu  
LSK Enter function menu 
RSK Enter  Internet 

Up key Short press: enter phone modes 
Long press: switch meeting mode /last mode 

Down key Enter my favorites 

Left key Short press: enter SMS 
Long press: create SMS  

Right key Enter phonebook 

Side up key Short press: adjust the ring volume 
Long press: enter Camera screen 

Side down key Adjust the ring volume 

OK Short press: enter my menu 
Long press :enter music player 

Send key Enter call history screen 

Power key Short press: Return to idle screen;  
long press : power on/off 

Long press * Enable/Disable key lock 

Long press  1 - 9 Quick dial; enter menu in menu mode(Note: long press 1 to 
enter voice mail on the standby)  

Number + # Dial fixed number on SIM card  
 

3.4 Function table of menu 
Settings  

Phone  
Phone modes 
Display  
Calls 
Security  
Network service 
My menu  
Connection profile 
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Calibration  
Reset 
 

Multimedia Camera  
Music player   
Video player  
FM radio 
Voice recorder 
painter 

WAP   
Homepage  
Bookmark  
Go to URL 
Go to last page  
History  
Offline browse 
Settings  
GPRS info 
 

My favorites   
Videos 
Sounds 
Pictures 
Music  
Memory card  
Format 
Storage status 
 

Messages  
Create  
Inbox 
Outbox 
Sent 
Drafts 
My folder 
Email 
Voice mail 
 

Phonebook   
Entertainment  Java box 

 
Call history   

Outgoing calls  
Received  calls 
missed calls  
 

Accessory Alarm 
Schedule 
Notepad 
Calculator 
Dictionary 
Currency 
World clock 
Countdown 
Stopwatch 
Unit converter 
Connection tools 
SIM application 
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4 Settings 

4.1 Phone 
“Phone” is to set the service status of mobile phone, which includes Receiver volume, Any key answer, 

Date & Time, Language, USB mode and Side key lock. 
 

4.1.1 Receiver volume 

Press side up/down key to increase or decrease the receiver volume. The key position refers to the 
picture within section 1.5。 

 

4.1.2 Any key answer 

To set any key answer (Except for Power key ,RSK and Side key). 
 

4.1.3 Date & Time 

To set the time, date and corresponding format, use  side up/down key to select the content, press OK or 
tap the content needed to modify to enter the corresponding window for modification：  

Show clock：time displays in the idle； 
Local time: Set local time; 
Remote time: Set remote time; 
Time format：Adjust the format of the time; 
Date：Input the correct date; 
Date format：Set the format of the date. 
Time zone: Set time zone entering World clock. 
 

4.1.4 Language  

In the window of “Language”, there are two choices namely simplified Chinese and English，use side 
up/down key to select content，finally tap Select or press OK key or tap the corresponding  menu, confirm 
the content needed to modify；tap Back to cancel the content selected。 

4.1.5 USB mode 

There are two modes: Modem mode and UDisk mode. 
Modem mode: Enable Modem mode, and then the system can be used for data synchronization and 

modem but U-disc is disabled.. 
    UDisc mode: If you enable the U-disk mode, you phone can be used as a U-disk. However, once you 

enable this mode, synchronization and modem are disabled.  
Note： After switching mode, the system will auto-restart. The new mode can take effect after restart  
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4.1.6 Auto key lock 

Using this function, the side key will lock automatically after each power on to avoid wrong operation. 
On/off :set the auto lock on or off. Auto lock time: allow to set 10 Sec, 30 Sec and 60sec as auto lock 

time. 

4.2 Phone Modes 
Phone modes are a group of preset characteristic definition, which is easy and quick to start. The mobile 

phone provides a group of default modes including Normal mode、Meeting mode、Car mode、Pocket 
mode、Personal and Offline mode. Every mode has a set of default value, and the user can change and save 
the mode according to ones favorite. 

 

4.2.1 Startup the mode 

When select the mode needed, use side up/down to select the content, and tap press OK key or directly 
tap the item to start up, at this moment, the current working mode of mobile phone will set completely 
according to the selected mode. 

 

4.2.2 Personal Setup 

In the screen of mode, tap Edit to enter the Personal Setup, which the user can use it to set the 
parameter of each mode, including the following items:  

Ring tone to set the ring tone of incoming calls among Sounds and Music，Enter the screen of sound, 
tap Play to play the ring tone selected，tap Stop to stop playing; tap OK or tap corresponding item to set it 
as ring tone;  

Ring volume to adjust the volume of incoming calls, use side up/down or tap the volume icon to 
increase/decrease the volume ；tap OK or press OK key to complete setting, and the phone  prompts “Ring 
volume changed”； 

Ring type to set the alert type of incoming calls，for instance：if continuous is expected, only use side 
up/down to select Continuous, tap Select or press OK key or tap the corresponding menu to confirm the 
selection, and the phone  prompts “Alert tone is set！”； 

SMS tone to set the ring tone of SMS between Sounds and Music，Enter the screen of sound, tap Play 
to play the ring tone selected，tap Stop to stop playing; tap OK or tap corresponding item to set it as ring 
tone;  

MMS tone to set the ring tone of MMS between Sounds and Music，Enter the screen of sound, tap 
Play to play the ring tone selected，tap Stop to stop playing; tap OK or tap corresponding item to set it as 
ring tone; 

Msg volume to adjust the volume of messages, use side up/down or tap the volume icon to 
increase/decrease the volume ；tap OK or press OK key to complete setting, and the phone  prompts “Ring 
volume changed”； 

Key tone  to set the key tone on/off； 
Alarm volume to adjust the volume of alarm, use side up/down or tap the volume icon to 

increase/decrease the volume ；tap OK or press OK key to complete setting, and the phone  prompts “Ring 
volume changed”； 

Power on/off tone  to set the tone of power on/off； 
Vibrator  to set the vibrator of power on/off； 
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SHF auto answer  to set SHF auto answer on/off(available for plug in earphone).If selecting On,the 
system will auto answer when there is a incoming call;if no,the function is disabled  

 

4.3 Display 
Display includes：Wallpaper、Color style、Brightness and Backlight time。 
Wallpaper to choose the favorite pictures as wallpaper from preset, photos, painter, download and 

pictures in card.Tap Preview to view the picture，press OK keyto view the picture in full screen，press 
side up/down key to view the previous or next picture.Tap Back to previous menu.In the screen of  picture 
view，activate Option to do the operation of Full screen view, Auto view ,Set as wallpaper and property；  

Color style : There are four choices to select,  use side up/down key to select view the effect when 
setting，finally tap Select or press OK key or tap the corresponding  menu, confirm the content needed to 
modify. Tap Back to cancel the content selected； 

Brightness:  to set the background brightness among High, Normal,and Power saving，after selecting , 
tap Select or press OK tap the corresponding  menu, confirm the content needed to modify。Tap Back to 
cancel the content selected； 

Backlight time  to set the background Backlight tine among  5 Sec, 10Sec,15 Sec,,30 Sec and 60 Sec，
tap Select or press OK key or tap the corresponding  menu, confirm the content selected。 

 

4.4 Calls 
“Calls” is to confirm whether to use the call function or not. When entering the function, it will always 

show the practical setting. 
 

4.4.1 Call diversion 

 “Call diversion” is to transfer calls to the specified phone according to your request. 
Within the setting of “Call diversion”, its success depends on network and SIM card. Mobile phone will 

prompt the setting properly. 
When setting the option, you need to input the correct phone number for correctly transferring the call 

to the specified phone. If it is failed, please check the transferred number set in the mobile phone is correct or 
not. 

Unconditional when the option is set, all calls will be transferred to the specified number;  
Busy when the option is set, the incoming call will be transferred to the specified number when your 

mobile phone is busy;  
No Reply when the option is set, the incoming call will be transferred to the specified number when you 

do not answer the call;  
Unreachable when the option is set, the incoming call will be transferred to the specified number when 

you are not in the service area (For example, when the network signal is not good or the signal environment 
is very poor);  

Cancel diverts to select the call diversion which is needed to cancel, tap Select or press OK key to 
cancel the diversion, press Back key to the return the last menu;  

Status to view the diversion status of all current calls. 
 

4.4.2 Call waiting 

“Call waiting” is to set whether permitting the call waiting or not. If it is closed, the phone is busy. For 
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example, when the third part is calling and it hears the busy tone.  
 

4.4.3 Auto redial 

“Auto redial” is to set whether permitting to redial automatically or not. Select On the system will redial 
when the dialed call does not get through; select Off the system will not redial when the dialed call does not 
get through. 

 

4.4.4 Quick dial 

“Quick dial” can be set in the mobile phone. This is to use the number key of 2~9 to represent different 
phone number. When using on the idle screen, long press some certain number of 2~9 to dial the 
corresponding number. If the number key is not set with the phone number, the mobile phone will prompt 
“Phone number is empty”.  

After enter the screen of setting the quick dial, there is different prompt for various situation of setting 
quick dial according to the number key selected. If the number key has been set as quick dial, the bottom of 
mobile phone will display the number and contact person specified; if not, it will display “Not bind”. 

To bind the number, tap OK to enter the number editing screen for inputting the number manually or 
get the number from phonebook.  
To cancel the binding, tap Delete or press OK to delete the binded number, and then it will prompt.  
If a quick dial set, number icon is   . If no, icon is  
 

4.4.5 Minute tone 

“Minute tone” is to set the minute prompt on /off. If it is on, there will be minute prompt in the process 
of call. If off, then there is no minute prompt at all. 

 
 

4.4.6 Call filter 

Call filter can provide you with the prevention from disturbed calls, which has “White list” and “Black 
list”。 “Black list” is to save your undesired calls （30 persons are most）。“White list” is to save your 
desired calls （30 persons are most）。Only one item can be enabled once. 

 

4.4.7 Send my number 

“Send my number” is to select whether displaying your own phone number on the phone of other side or 
not. The function needs the support of the network provider.   

Note: the function needs the support of the network.  
 
 
 

4.4.8 IP code 

IP code setting：input IP code needed，the preset code is “17951” without setting，and the effect is 
same with normal call。 
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4.5 Security 
The menu of “Security” includes the following settings: PIN、Phone lock、PIM、Change password、

Bar calls。 
 

4.5.1 PIN 

On：enable PIN  of SIM card。To power on the phone with inputting PIN code, or dial emergency call 
112。 

Off：disable PIN  of SIM card，To power on the phone  without inputting PIN code。 
Note： 
PIN code is related with SIM card, and is the operating password of SIM card.  
The password of mobile phone is the one of it self and not related with SIM card. 
 
For example: After the function has been set up as Mobile Phone Locked (SIM card does not 
start using PIN code), mobile phone is at the state of being locked. Now only inputting the 
password, others cannot use when borrowing your mobile phone, but may dial up while insert 
SIM card into another mobile phone.  
 
When setting up PIN to start and not Mobile Phone Locked, only input PIN code into the 
mobile phone to use it normally. Or if changing other SIM card, it may be used normally.  
 
After changing the password, please remember the set-up password, or the owner cannot read 
any important personal information either. Contact with the maintenance server if necessary. 
 

4.5.2 Phone lock 

This function is to prevent other person from using the phone without permission. After locking the 
phone, the password is needed to unlock it. The default is 1234, and you can change it from Settings -
>Security- >Change password.  

At once：select this item, and input the correct password to lock the phone at once ； 
Auto：Input the correct password, the phone will lock automatically;  
Off：Input the correct password to turn off the phone lock。 
 

4.5.3 PIM 

PIM protect is the Personal Information Manager code. You must enter this code before you access 
important personal information such as Phonebook, Messages, Call History, My favorites, Schedule and 
Notepad so that it can prevent others from viewing the information without your authorization. The default 
setting of PIM code is 1234.  

On/Off ：When PIM code is on, you are prompted to enter the code if you want to view any personal 
information. When PIM code is off, you do not need to enter the code when viewing personal information 
and the information will not be protected. 

Protected items：to set the protected items, and the correct password is needed。Enter the screen of 
protected items, tap the items for protection then tap OK to confirm the setting, and the system will prompt.  
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4.5.4 Change password 

PIN: modify PIN password； 
Phone/PIM：modify phone/PIM password。 

4.5.5 Bar calls 

The network operators will provide you with a 4-digit password （1234）to enable or disable this 
function.  

Incoming calls: 
• When roaming: Reject all incoming calls when roaming. 
• All incoming: Reject all incoming calls. 

Outgoing calls: 
• International: All outgoing international calls cannot be dialed out;  
• Local calls: Only local calls can be dialed out;  
• All outgoing: All calls cannot be dialed out.  

Cancel all：Cancel all bar calls. The correct password is needed (The default password is 
0000.). 

Change password: 
• Change restriction password of call: You can change the restriction password provided by 

the network. 
 

4.6 Network service 
When your mobile phone is roaming abroad, you need to select the network for it to connect the 

international GSM network. Generally, you can select the network mode of auto select (see below), or you 
also can select to search the available network automatically or manually (see below). If you attempt to 
connect a network which does not have the valid roaming agreement you local network, the mobile phone 
will prompt” “Network connection failed”.  

Automatic： Your mobile phone will search the original network first, and then search through the 
network list in SIM card. If there is no available network, any network which has the valid roaming 
agreement with your local network will be connected 

Manual： Your mobile phone will scan for available network and provide you with the list of current 
network. You can select the preferred network, and the phone will prompt such information as successful or 
failed during the connection with network.  

Preferred network： .to view the name and ID of current network, tap Back to previous menu； 
 

4.7 My menu 
To enter the window of My menu, and tap Option：Replace，list the spare items（10 items most），

select the item desired to add in My menu, tap Select or press OK key to confirm adding（Only Create is 
available when My menu is empty.）；In my menu (Less than 7 items), tap Option to:Insert before insert 
before the item selected；Insert after  insert after the item selected；Replace：replace the current item to 
another one；Delete：delete the item selected；Delete all：delete all items。 
 

4.8 Connection profile 
To set the connection method to visit network, activate Option:  
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Save as：to save the changed connection setting of network as other setting. The system 
setting will not be covered, and it will prompt;  

Profile：to select the connection method to visit network among WAP, MMS and Java； 
View：to view the name, homepage and bearer type and so on of current connection； 
Tap the connection of non-system setting，and then enter the window of connection setting 

to complete the following operations： 
Profile title：to view or edit the name of profile； 
MMSC: look over or edit the number of MMS; 
Homepage：to view or change the address of homepage； 
Gateway： include IP address（ for example 010.000.000.172 for CMCC）；  Port 

number  (for example  9201 for CMCC)；Connect type：to select between HTTP 
and WSP。 

Bearer type：to select the bearer type of network visited, use side up/ down key to highlight 
the type you wanted, tap Select to activate it： 

♦ GPRS only：only use GPRS network； 
♦ CSD only：only use CSD network。 

GPRS settings：to change the connection setting of GPRS，select the setting needed to 
change, tap Select to enter corresponding window： 

♦  APN：to set the name of network； 
♦  User name：user name of network service； 
♦      Password：password of network service。 

CSD settings：to change the connation setting of CSD，select the setting needed to 
change, tap Select to enter corresponding window： 

♦  Dial-up number：dial-up number for network service； 
♦  Call type：to set the call type between ISDN and Analogue； 
♦  User name：user name of network service； 
♦  Password：password of network service。 

                             DNS settings：input DNS address 1 and DNS address 2。 
 

4.9 Calibration  
When you feel the phone cannot react accurately after you use the touchpen to tap some place on the 

screen, calibration is needed, which ensures the touch screen of phone can react correctly for tapping action.  
1. on the screen of “Settings”，tap “Calibration” to enter the calibration screen； 
2. use the touchpen to tap the center of cross according to the hint. After three times, the screen 

displays “Calibration OK”。 
 

4.10 Reset 
If you enable “PIM protect”, then when you try to reset you phone, it will pop up “Input security 

password”. Only if you input the correct password can you carry on Reset settings/Reset all 
 

4.10.1 Reset settings 

 “Reset settings” is to resume all original default value. After selecting, the mobile phone will prompt 
“Reset settings”. After confirming, the system resumes the default value and prompts “Reset setting…”. 
Using this function will not clear the data of phonebook and message saved by you own. It only changes the 
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setting of the working environment, such as the selection of ring tone and phone modes, etc. 
 

4.10.2 Reset all  

“Reset all” is to resume all original default value. After selecting, the mobile phone will prompt “Reset 
all？”. After confirming, the system will prompt “Deleting all …”. Using this function will clear the data of 
phonebook and message saved by you own. After completion, the phone will power off automatically, and it 
is needed to restart. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 Multimedia 

5.1 Camera 
The use of application program “Camera” may allow you to take photos for the people or event around 

you at any time, and the changing mode could be made easily across different modes. Photos is saved in the 
application program of “Photos” within “My favorites”, which could be renamed under the same application, 
and all photos by Camera are in JPG format.  

In case that the remaining storage capacity in mobile phone is insufficient to take new photos, the 
deletion of old ones is required to release space. For this purpose, you may check the storage state via 
capacity inquiry.  
Note：The preview and the shooting at the place where light is insufficient might decrease the image quality.  

Entering the camera shooting screen the image portended to be taken will display on the screen of 
mobile phone, and tap  or press OK key to take the photo; tap  to activate the menu. 

Select Shoot modes：to set the shoot mode among Single mode, Burst mode and Video mode； 
Select Environment：to set the shoot environment between Normal, Darkness； 
Select Frame: Set the frame among five ones when shooting. (only available for Single mode) 
Select Effect：to set the shoot effect among Normal, Sepia and Monochrome； 
Select Photo size: to set the photo size among 64×64, 176×144, 176×220, 320×240, 640×480 and 

1280×1024； 
 Select Image quality：to set the image quality among Super fine , Fine  and Normal； 
 Select Self timer: It is allowable for the self-shooting duration to be 5/10/15/20 seconds or off; 
Select Save place：to set the save place of photo between Phone  and Memory card； 
Select Photos: to browse the photos on the phone or memory card; 
Select My videos: to browse the videos on the phone or memory card and perform corresponding 
operation 
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Select Other settings :you can: Select Shutter sound：to make three shutter sounds available  for 
confirmation of the selection by pressing  OK  key; Select Burst number : set the continuous shooting 
number ( only available for Burst mode ) ;Select interval : set the continuous shooting interval  ( only 
available for Burst mode ); Select Video file size: to set video file size and allow to set between normal 
size and mail size(only available for video mode);Select Show icon : to set up the open or close of the 
display icon.; Select Flicker control: Set frequency of flicker control including 50HZ or 60HZ; 
Note: In photo size, it only supports 176×220 and in Video Mode only 176×144; In Burst mode it 
only supports 176×220. It doesn’t supports burst in photo size. 
During the process of shooting, use side up/down to change the shoot zoom for viewing the part of 

image in detail and use left /right key to change the brightness. 
The icons on the shoot screen are： 

 
     

Single mode  Burst mode Video mode Normal Darkness Normal 

    
  

Sepia monochrome Brightness Zoom Shoot  Menu  

 
 

    

Back Image quality     

After completing shoot in single mode,tap Save to save it and activate Option : 
Save: Save current photo into designated position; 
Send MMS: Send the photo by MMS; 
Send Email: Send the photo by Email; 
Send via Bluetooth: Send the photo via Bluetooth(refer to section 12.11.1); 
Set as wallpaper: Set the photo as wallpaper 
Set as CLI: Set the photo as CLI 
 
After completing shoot in Burst mode,activate Option : 
Save:Save single photo; 
Save all: save all photos; 
Auto show: Show the photos as slide; 
Thumbnall : view the photos as thumbnall,press single ,view the photos as single .press back,the 
system will clew “Discard ?”select Cancel back to the view window ,select OK not save photos . 

 
Select the vodeo mode (the phone can also record the sound at the same time)  complete shoot ,press 
Option : 
Play :play the video ; 
Save :save the video . 
Note: In video mode,if videos are saved on the phone, video time may vary along with actual spare 

room of Phone; if on the memory card, video time is 60 minutes. 

5.2 Music player 
On the play screen, by taping   Left/ Right and  OK  or  the control key to realize the function 

control： 

         
Pause  Play Stop Previous Next Cycle 

all 

Single 

cycle 

No cycle Random
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Tap Option to enter the music lib and play list then by pressing side up/down to select one item tap 
Select or OK  to enter into it. 

On music lib or play list screen, tap play or press  OK   to play desired item. Tap side up/down key to 
increase or decrease music volume 

 

5.3  Video player 
The handle of Video player the same as Music player. 

5.4 FM radio 
To listen radio stations with mobile phone，please connect compatible headset to mobile phone first. 

Headset is the equivalence of radio antenna. So please let it hang on the free. Note that the quality of the 
radio broadcast depends on the coverage of the radio station in that particular area. 

Select Radio, it will prompt "Plug in earphone" when the earphone is not plug in properly. 
If it has no channel in “My stations”, it will prompt "Auto-search or not?” Press OK  key to start 
searching for stations. Search stops when a station is found. At the same time the channel is saved in 
“My stations” automatically.  

Press Option  now, you can do following operations: 
Press "My stations" to enter the radio screen. 
Select “Close the station”  to close the station 
Select “Manual search” to enter into FM searching screen. You can choose channels by 
pressing “left” or “right” key. After that, press Option  key, select “Save”, the station will be 
deposited into "My stations". You could select “Input frequency” also, enter, and then input a 4 
digit number like: 0876 in “Input frequency” screen. Press OK  to confirm the input and go 
back to “FM search” screen automatically or press Delete  to delete what you have input then 
exit by press Back  key. 
Select “Auto-search”, to search the channel automatically. 
Select “Delete”, to delete the channel you are listening 
Select “Minimize” to make the radio minimum. 

What have saved in My stations are the channels saved when searching manually and automatically. 
Scroll to My stations, press and enter into “My stations” screen. If you have searched before, channels 
are shown in screen. Otherwise, channel list is empty.   

Press Option  now, you can do following operations: 
Press "My stations" to enter in the radio screen.  
Select “Manual search” to enter into FM searching screen. You can press left or right key to 
choose the channels you like. After that, press Option  key, select “Save”, the station will be 
deposited into "My stations". You could select “Input frequency” also, enter, and then input a 4 
digit number like: 0876 in “Input frequency” screen. Press OK  to confirm the input and go 
back to “FM search” screen automatically or press Delete  to delete what have input then exit 
the screen by press Back  key. 
Select “Auto-search”, to search the channel automatically. 
Select “ Delete”, to delete the selected channel. 
Select “ Delete all”, to delete all the channels which saved in "My stations". During the deleting, 
press OK to confirm, or press Cancel  to cancel the operation. 
 

You can press Pwr  key to go back to standby display to do other operations. 
Notes: 
       The radio is turned off when there is a call or an active call. 

The quality of the radio broadcast might be affected by approaching to objects with radiation such as : 
TV and computers 
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5.5 Voice recorder  
This function can note by voice into voice recorder window ,activation Option  : 
Select record: Select record or tap  or press OK key:start record ,then press stop or OK key to stop 

record .Press OK key again to play the record and OK  a third time to stop playing .Tap save to save the 
record  and tap Cancel to return to record screen. 

You can hear effect of saved record in My farvorites-Sounds-Voice meno. Please refer to section 7.4 
about Sounds operation; 
Select Play list : into the play list window ,select the recorder which you want to play ,press Play or ok key 
to play recorder in the recorder window; 
Select Storage type: Select phone or memory card to save recorder. 

5.6 Painter 
You can edit and save photo that you love in the Painter  
 

5.6.1 Picture edit    

If you have edited pictures ,names of these pictures will be display in the editing area;if no edited 
pictures, the editing area is no list.  

Tap Options  to select in the pop-up menu:   
Select Edit :edit selected picture(available for edited picture); 
Select Create : enter painter to utilize imagination editing picture; 
Select Open : open and modify picture on the phone or download; 
Select Delete :delete selected picture; 
Select Multi-delete : enter the window of play list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 
item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）; 
Select Delete all : delete all pictures; 
Select Rename : rename selected picture; 
Select Send MMS : send picture as MMS; 
Select Email : send picture as Email; 
Selend Send via Bluetooth :send picture via Bluetooth; 
 In the edit window,tap Option  :   

Select Save：Save current photo that has edited; 
Select  Save as：Save photo as other name for different modification； 

Select Brush: Set width of brush-pencil by taping check box before brush; 
Select Palette：Change color of brush-pencil by taping basic color;Set basic color of brush by 
taping palette to adjust color;Adjust lightness by taping Lightness.  
Finally you can look over current color of  brush-pencil in the display area of  brush-pencil. 
Select Eraser：Remove the places that is not be wanted； 

Select  Clear：Remove all content on the painter then reedit content; 
Select Frame：Set frame for content on the painter. There are 3 frame to be selected;； 
Select Signet:  Add icon and word to the content of painter 
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6 WAP 

The phone has WAP function, which can be used to view Wireless Mark-Up Language (WML) used in 
webpage, and make you keep close touch with the whole world and provide more convenience to access the 
web.  

To use WAP, you need:  
1. Please consult your network operator and service provider whether they provide the service and related 

information of price and how to use the service;  
2. Set WAP explorer correctly on your phone  
3. Use WAP explorer to view webpage and make other operations.  

The phone has GPRS function which can be used to access webpage by the way of both normal data 
calling and GPRS based on GSM network.  

Note: Using GPRS function to access webpage depends on whether network operator provides the 
function and whether you apply for it. 

 

6.1 Menu of WAP explorer when offline browse 

6.1.1 Homepage 

Homepage can make user access internet easily and directly. Scroll to Homepage and tap Select or 
press OK  key to access homepage.  

 

6.1.2 Bookmark 

Bookmark is used to save desired websites and set them by names for easily to remember. You can view 
websites stored in bookmark, and scroll to Bookmark, tap Select or press OK key to enter the window of 
bookmark; tap Option to select Go to URL view websites in bookmark, press Pwr key to cancel logging on; 
select View to view the title of current bookmark selected and the information of URL; select Edit to edit the 
bookmark; select Rest to reset the bookmark as initial content. If the bookmark is not set, only Edit is 
available.  
Note :you can view NEC’s content web to win more pictures ,games and ring tone. The web is  

http://www.necdream.com.cn 
 

6.1.3 Go to URL 

Input desired website, then tap OK to view it.  
 

6.1.4 Go to last page 

To view the webpage visited for the last time, scroll to Go to last page to tap Select or press OK key to 
browse this webpage, or directly tap Go to Last page to log on the website.  
 

6.1.5 History 

To view the history of websites address browsed，tap Option : select Browse to browse current page; 
select Delete：delete the histry selected；select Delete all：delete all history。 
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6.1.6 Offline browse 

        During the browse, tap Option to select Save snapshot，to save the current webpage you browse. 
When offline browse, tap Option to select browse to browse the webpage saved; select Delete to delete the 
webpage saved; select Delete all to delete all Webpages saved.  
 

6.1.7 Settings 

To set Connection profile、Clear cache、Image download、Background music and Security： 
Connection profile：enter the window of Connection profile，tap the corresponding item or press OK 
key to activate the profile； 
Clear cache：to clear the cache of browse； 
Image download:  to set the download of images on/off； 
Background music：to set the background music on/off； 
Security：to set the function of security on/off。 
 

6.1.8 GPRS info  

To view the information of GPRS，scroll to GPRS info，tap Select or press OK key to enter the 
window for viewing GPRS info of sent and received，as well as clearing the history。  

 

6.2 Menu of WAP explorer when online browse 
When online browse, tap Option： 
Add to bookmark：add  the current URL as bookmark； 
Homepage:  browse the homepage which ha been set； 
Bookmark：enter the bookmark menu to do the corresponding operation； 
Go to URL：input the website desired to browse，tap OK to browse the webpage； 
Refresh：to refresh the webpage for linking again； 
Stop： to stop browsing； 
Activate Option，select Show URL display the URL of current webpage ，tap Option to select Add to 

bookmark  add the current URL as bookmark；select Send URL  
send  the current URL as message。 

                                      select Save snapshot  save the current webpage for offline browse。 
select Save picture save the current picture to “My favorites” (It is available only 

when the cursor is on the picture.)  
select Save music   save the current music to “My favorites” (It is available only 

when the music is playing.). 
Offline browse：to browse  the webpage saved offline； 
History：to view the history； 
Settings：to set the operations including Clear cache ,Image download and Background music； 
GPRS info:  to view GPRS info。 
Select Back to enter the previous webpage within history；tap Back or press Pwr key to exit the 

browser。 
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7 My favorites 

7.1 Multimedia resource 
“My favorites” is used to browse, set, and utilize pictures and music resources in the mobile phone, as 

well as inquire about the capacity. (If PIM security password is set, the correct password is required to enter 
the window of My Favorite, the detailed content of PIM security password refers to section 4.5.3). 

 

7.2 Usages of resource  
The multimedia resource has different usages according to various types.  
Picture: used for the background of desktop； 
Music:  used for all kinds of prompt voices in mobile phone as following： 

① Incoming calls 
② SMS 
③ MMS 

              ④ Schedule 
       ⑤ Alarm 
  

Note:  The prompt voice of system does not belong to this scope except the option of on/off, such as 
minute tone, etc. 

7.3 Videos 

7.3.1 Videos 

Some videos you shot are saved in videos, press OK to view the effect of videos, the detailed 
operation refers to section 5.3. In the window of play list, tap Option to activate the menu： 
Select Rename：change the name of video selected； 
Select Copy to card:Copy video to memory card; 
Select Move to card:Move videos to memory card(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Send MMS： send the video as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the video as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth:Send the video you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 
12.11.1)  
Select Delete：delete the video selected； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of play list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 
item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all） 
Select Delete all： delete all videos； 
Select Proverty：to view the name, date, size, format and DRM of video. 

7.3.2 Download 

Some sounds you downloaded are saved in Download, enter the window of play list, press side 
up/down key to select sound, press  OK to play it. By tap Option,you can do operation as follows: 
Rename, Copy to card, Move to card, Send MMS, Send Emai, Send via Bluetooth, Delete, Multi-
delete, Delete all and Property.( Refer to Videos) 
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7.4 Sounds 

7.4.1 Download 

Some sounds you downloaded are saved in Download, enter the window of play list, press side 
up/down key to select sound, tap OK to play it. Tap OK  again to stop it. Tap Option:  
Select Rename：change the name of sound to your own favorite one； 
Select Set as: After selecting ring tone, set it as ring tone, SMS tone or MMS tone.  
Select Copy to card: Copy sound to memory card; 
Select Move to card: Move sounds to memory card(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Send MMS： send the sound as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the sound as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth: Send the sound you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 
12.11.1)  

    Select Delete：delete the sound selected； 
          Select Multi-delete：enter the window of play list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 

item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）;； 
Select Delete all： delete all sounds； 
Select Property: to view the name, date, size, format and DRM of sound. 
 

7.4.2 Preset 

Some preset sounds are saved in Preset，enter the window of play list, press side up/down key to select 
sound, tap desired item or press OK key to play it. Press OK  key again to stop it. Tap Option:  
Select Set as：after selecting, set the sound as Ring tone ,SMS tone or MMS tone. 
Select Property：to view the name, size, format and DRM of sound. 

7.4.3 Voice meno 

Some sounds you downloaded are saved in Download, enter the window of play list, press side up/down 
key to select sound, tap to play it. Tap OK to stop it. Tap Option: 
Select Rename：change the name of record to your own favorite one； 
Select Set as: After selecting ring tone, set it as ring tone, SMS tone or MMS tone.  
Select Copy to card:Copy record to memory card; 
Select Move to card:Move record to memory card(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Send MMS： send the record as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the record as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth: Send the record you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 
12.11.1)  

    Select Delete：delete the record selected； 
          Select Multi-delete：enter the window of play list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 

item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）; 
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Select Delete all： delete all records； 
Select Property: to view the name, date, size, format and DRM of record. 

7.5 Pictures 

7.5.1 Photos 

Some photos you taken are saved in Photos and you can view the effect of photo in this window. 
Press side up/down key to select the photo which you want to view, tap Option：  
Select View : view effect of  photo; 
Select Rename：change the name of photo to your own favorite one； 
Select Copy to card:Copy photos to memory card; 
Select Move to card:Move photos to memory card(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Delete：delete the selected photo； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of photo list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 
item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）; 
Select Delete all： delete all photos； 
Select Property：to view the name, date, size, width, Height, format and DRM of photo. 
Tap corresponding item or press OK to view the effect of photo，press OK to view the photo in full 
screen，enter the display window，activate Option： 
Select Full screen view : View the selected photo in full screen; 
 Select Auto view：view the photo automatically； 
Select Edit: Edit photo selected; 
Select Set as wallpaper：set the selected photo as wallpaper； 
Select Save as CLI:Save the select photo as CLI; 
Select Send MMS： send the photo as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the photo as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth:Send the photo you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 12.11.1)  
Select Delete：delete the selected photo. 

7.5.2 Download 

Some photos you downloaded are saved in Download and you can view the effect of photo in this 
window. Press side up/down key to select the photo which you want to view, tap Option：  
Select View : view effect of  photo; 
Select Rename：change the name of photo to your own favorite one； 
Select Copy to card:Copy photos to memory card; 
Select Move to card:Move photos to memory card(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Delete：delete the selected photo； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of photo list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 
item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）； 
Select Delete all： delete all photos； 
Select Property：to view the name, date, size, width, Height,format and DRM of photo. 
 Tap corresponding item or press OK to view the effect of photo，press OK to view the photo in full 
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screen，enter the display window，activate Option： 
Select Full screen view : View the selected photo in full screen; 
Select Auto view：view the photo automatically； 
Select Edit: Edit photo selected; 
Select Set as wallpaper：set the selected photo as wallpaper； 
Select Save as CLI:Save the select photo as CLI; 
Select Send MMS： send the photo as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the photo as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth:Send the photo you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 12.11.1) 
Select Delete：delete the selected photo. 

7.5.3 Preset 

Some preset photos are saved in Preset，enter the window of photo list, press side up/down key to 
select photo, tap Option:  
Select View: view effect of  photo; 
Select Property：to view the name,  size,width,height, format and DRM of photo. 
Press OK to view the effect of photo，tap OK to view the photo in full screen，enter the display 
window，activate Option： 
Select Full screen view：view the photo in full screen； 
Select Auto view：view the photo automatically. 
Select Set as wallpaper：set the selected photo as wallpaper； 

7.5.4 Painter 

Some pictures you drawn are saved in Painter and you can view the effect of picture in this window. 
Press side up/down key to select the picture which you want to view, tap Option： 
Select View : view effect of  picture; 
Select Rename：change the name of picture to your own favorite one； 
Select Copy to card: Copy pictures to memory card; 
Select Move to card: Move pictures to memory card(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Delete：delete the selected picture； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of picture list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 
item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）； 
Select Delete all： delete all pictures； 
Select Property：to view the name, date, size, width,height,format and DRM of picture. 
Press OK key to view the effect of photo，press OK key to view the picture in full screen，enter the 
display window，activate Option： 
Select Full screen view: View the selected photo in full screen; 
Select Auto view：view the picture automatically； 
Select Edit: Edit picture selected; 
Select Set as wallpaper：set the selected picture as wallpaper； 
Select Save as CLI:Save the select picture as CLI; 
Select Send MMS： send the picture as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the picture as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth:Send the picture you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 
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12.11.1.) 
Select Delete：delete the selected picture. 

7.6 Music 
Some music you downloaded is saved in Music, Press OK to play music and view the effect of music, 

the detailed operation refers to section 5.2. In the window of play list, tap Option：  
Select Rename：change the name of music selected； 
Select Set as：after selecting, set the music as ring tone of incoming calls, SMS tone, MMS tone,； 
Select Copy to card:Copy music to memory card; 
Select Move to card:Move music to memory card(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Send MMS： send the musicas MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the music as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth:Send the music you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 
12.11.1)  
Select Delete：delete the selected music； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of music list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox 
of item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key 
to select all and press # to cancel select all）； 
Select Delete all： delete all music； 
Select Property：to view the name, date, size, format and DRM of music。 
 
 

7.7 Memory card 
To view the video, picture, and music saved in the memory card. 

7.7.1 Videos 

Some videos you shot are saved in My video, Press OK to view the effect of videos, the detailed 
operation refers to section 5.3. In the window of play list, tap Option to activate the menu： 
Select Rename：change the name of video selected； 
Select Copy to phone:Copy video to Phone; 
Select Move to phone:Move videos to Phone(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Send MMS： send the video as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the video as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth:Send the video you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 
12.11.1)  
Select Delete：delete the video selected； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of video list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox 
of item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key 
to select all and press # to cancel select all）； 
Select Delete all： delete all videos； 
Select Property：to view the name, date, size, format and DRM of video. 
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7.7.2 Sounds 

Some sounds you downloaded are saved in Download, enter the window of play list, press side 
up/down key to select sound, tap selected item or press OK to play it. Tap OK again to stop it. Tap 
Option: 
Select Set as: After selecting ring tone, set it as ring tone、SMS tone or MMS tone.  

Select Rename：Change the name of sound to your own favorite one； 
Select Copy to phone: Copy sounds to the phone; 
Select Move to phone:Move sounds to phone(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Send MMS： send the sound as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the sound as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth: Send the sound you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 12. 
11.1)  

    Select Delete：delete the sound selected； 
          Select Multi-delete：enter the window of play list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 

item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）； 
Select Delete all： delete all sounds； 
Select Property: to view the name, date, size, format and DRM of sound. 

7.7.3 Pictures 

Some photos you taken are saved in Photos and you can view the effect of photo in this window. Press 
sideup/down key to select the photo which you want to view, tap Option： 
Select view: view effect of  photo 
Select Rename：change the name of photo to your own favorite one； 
Select Copy to phone:Copy photos to phone; 
Select Move to phone:Move photos to phone(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Delete：delete the selected photo； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of photo list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox of 
item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key to 
select all and press # to cancel select all）； 
Select Delete all： delete all photos； 
Select Property：to view the name, date, size, width, height, format and DRM of photo. 
Press OK key to view the effect of photo， press OK key to view the photo in full screen，enter the 
display window，activate Option： 
Select Full screen view : View the selected photo in full screen; 
Select Auto view：view the photo automatically； 
Select Edit: Edit photo selected; 
Select Set as wallpaper：set the selected photo as wallpaper； 
Select Save as CLI:Save the select photo as CLI; 
Select Send MMS： send the photo as MMS； 
Select Send Email : send the photo as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth: Send the photo you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 12.11.1) 
Select Delete：Delete the selected photo. 
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7.7.4 Music  

Some music you downloaded is saved in Music, tap OK to view the effect of videos, the detailed 
operation refers to section 5.2. In the window of play list, tap Option：  

Select Set as：After selecting, set the music as ring tone of incoming calls, SMS tone, MMS tone,； 
Select Rename：Change the name of music selected； 
Select Copy to phone: Copy music to phone; 
Select Move to phone: Move music to phone(Original saved position does not remain moved 
document.); 
Select Send MMS： Send the music as MMS； 
Select Send Email : Send the music as E-mail； 
Select Send via Bluetooth: Send the music you desired to others by Bluetooth.(Refer to Section 
12.11.1)  
Select Delete：Delete the selected music； 
Select Multi-delete：enter the window of music list，press side up/down key to select the checkbox 
of item，Press OK key to confirm the deletion。（During the process of Multi-delete，press * key 
to select all and press # to cancel select all）； 
Select Delete all： Delete all music； 
Select Property：View the name, date, size, format and DRM of music 

7.7.5 Format  

To format the memory card via phone, select My favorites－Format。 
Note：After format, the file saved on the memory card will loss. 

7.8 Storage status 
It queries the situation of used space by Video, Sound, Picture, Music and Java. It also shows the used 

space and the total space. 
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8 Messages 

This section will introduce message services supported by GSM. Some service may be not supported by 
local or roaming GSM. 

8.1 Messages 
Your phone can receive the edited text message via the service center. You also can send a new message 

or reply a message (via the service center) if the network supports. If your service provider supports message 
service, you can receive/send messages optionally. (If PIM security password is set, the correct password is 
required to enter the window of Messages, the detailed content of PIM security password refers to section 
4.5.3).  

The functions of messages include: Create, Inbox, Outbox, Sent, Drafts, My folder, Email and Voice 
mail.  

 
MMS（Multimedia Messaging Service, MMS）contains the content of word, pictures videos and 

sounds. You can not only send or receive pictures and word, but also receive the file with sounds and videos. 
(If PIM security password is set, the correct password is required to enter the window of Messages, the 
detailed content of PIM security password refers to section 4.5.3).   

 
Note：MMS service needs the support of the network operator or service provider. 

The phone only can receive MMS with 100KB most, if beyond this limit, it can receive this MMS but 
can not read. At the same time, the phone only can send MMS with 100KB most. 

The phone can receive MMS with more than one page, ie. Each page has one picture, one song and 
word, and MMS contains much this kind of pages. If MMS has pictures, the phone will adjust the size for 
display normally.  

Note：you maybe need to pay fare for each sent MMS to the network operator or service provider。 
MMS has the following format： 

 Picture： JPEG、GIF、WBMP、PNG 
 Sound： MIDI、AMR、MP3、AAC 
 Video: 3GP、MP4 

If the messages received contains the nonsupported content, this content will not be displayed or 
played or there is an error prompt。 

Note：Many causes can cause to send MMS sent failed, so please do not use MMS to send the 
important content. 

 

8.2 Create 

8.2.1 SMS 

When create new message, select Create，and choose SMS within the type， tap Select or press OK 
key to enter the edit screen of creating new message。 

A) TO 
Directly tap “To” to enter PB to select receiver or tap blank area to enter the screen of inputting the 

phone number. At this moment, you can tap simulation key to input phone number or tap PB to select the 
number of contact person or select the contact person within the group from phonebook:  PB  to enter the 
screen of contact person, press U or D key to select the receiver, or directly tap the checkbox in front of 
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receiver, tap OK to complete the section into Create SMSscreen. In create SMS screen, press OK key again 
to enter the screen of contact list and activate Option: Create to add the receiver; Phonebook to enter the 
screen of contact person and add the contact person; Groups  to send the edited message to the group 
numbers; The newly contact to send the edited message to the newly contact; Delete to delete the selected 
receiver; Delete all  to delete all receivers. When receivers are over 50, the phone prompts “Too many 
selected”. 
   

On the screen of “Create”, to operate as followings:    
Select Send to send current message (It will be valid only when the contact person is added.);  
Tap Back the system prompts “Save？”, which save this message into Drafts for 

future use to avoid the repeated input. The content of Drafts refers to section 8.7（It is 
available only when the content is edited. ）。 

Note: Receiver is 50 at most once when sending messages.. 
B) Content 
Tap scroll bar to select “Content”, activate Option:  
Select Insert contact to insert the contact person and corresponding number;  
Select Insert  quick text to insert frequent word about related subject provided by the phone in present 

message to avoid the repeated input;  
Select Save as quick text to save the message as quick text;  
Select Save to drafts to save the message. (It is available only when the content is edited. ) 
Directly tap the content to enter the edit screen, which refers to section 1.6。 
 
C) Send messages 
Before sending message, you must input the number of SMS center. This step needs to be set only once, 

please refer to section 8.11.  
When the message is sending, the phone will prompt “Send to…”; if sending is failed, the phone will 

prompt “Send failed!” and the message which failed sending or unsent messages will save to “Outbox”.  
If sending is successful, the phone will prompt “Sending successfully”, the sent message will be put into 

“Sent”. 
 

8.2.2 MMS 

MMS（Multimedia Messaging Service, MMS）contains the content of word, pictures , sounds and 
videos. If MMS is beyond the limit, the phone can receive it but can not read. The phone only can receive 80 
pieces of MMS most.  MMS centre will send the user a message for new MMS, and the user can select to 
receive MMS automatically or manually.  

When create new message, select Create，and choose MMS within the type， tap Select or press OK 
key to enter the edit screen of creating new message。 

A) TO 
In the edit screen of MMS, Directly tap “To” to enter PB to select receiver or tap blank area to enter edit 

screen to input phone number or Email address. In the edit screen, activate Option: Phonebook to enter the 
screen of contact person and add the contact person; Groups to send the edited message to the group numbers; 
Preview msg to preview the message; Information to view the information of receiver, subject, size, date and 
time; Save to drafts to save MMS to Drafts (It is available only when the content is edited.) 

B)  Subject 
Select “Subject” to enter the edit screen for inputting the subject of MMS.  
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C) Content 

Select “Content”，activate Option: Preview msg to preview the message;  Information to view the 
information of receiver, subject, size, date and time; Save to drafts：to save MMS to Drafts（If not contact 
person and subject, only Preview msg, Information, Save to drafts  is   available）。 

Directly tap to enter the edit screen of content, activate Option：Text editor：to edit the content of 
MMS; Insert：to insert picture, video, sound and quick text as the content of MMS; Preview msg：to 
preview the message；Arrange：to set the arrange of MMS among Text first and Picture first；Delete ：to 
delete the content of MMS；New slide: to insert new page for editing multiage MMS; Clear slide: to clear 
content of MMS; Delete slide: to delete current page of MMS 。 

D) Send messages 
If contact person is not available, to create it; if it is available, to enter the contact list to view or edit all 

contact persons. Sending MMS will take more time than SMS. If sending fails, the messages will save to 
“Outbox” for user to resend. 

 

8.3 Receive message 
When receiving a message, the phone will give a prompt sound (The setting of this character refers to section 
4.2.2.) and then the message will be put into Inbox. The screen will display an icon of small envelope to 
prompt there is a message you have not read yet （refer to section 1.4）, and the message will be saved 
automatically in the phone or SIM card (refer to section 8.11.). The maximum number of messages to be 
saved (including those to be sent) is dependent on the storage capacity of the phone and SIM card. 

8.4 Read message 
“Inbox” is to store the messages received (including SMS, MMS and WAP PUSH). Each message has 

an icon to indicate its status. 

 Read messages saved on the phone  Read messages saved on SIM card  

 Unread messages saved on the phone  Unread messages saved on SIM card

 Unread WAPPUSH  Read WAPPUSH 

 Unread MMS  Read MMS 

 
A)   Read SMS 

Select the message to read, press OK to view information .Tap Option to do as follows: 
Select Read to read desired item or tap desired item to read; 
Select Reply to reply SMS, MMS , make a call or IP dial to the addresser; 
Select Forward to edit current message in the edit screen and forward it to the desired number; refer 

to section 8.2.1; 
Select Save sender number to save the phone number; refer to section 9.3; 
Select Move to my folder to move the message to “My folder” (It is invalid for unread message.) in 

order to reuse it, refer to section 8.8; 
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Inbox”, (If “Inbox” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.); 
Select Multi-delete to delete messages optionally, tap the checkbox in front of messages, tap OK or 

press OK key to confirm the deletion;  
Select Delete all to delete all messages in “Inbox”;  
Select Sort to sort messages in “Inbox” by time or by type. 
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When reading, tap Option: 
Select Reply to reply SMS to the addresser. 
Select Forward to edit current message in the edit screen and forward it to the desired number; refer to 

section 8.2.1; 
Select Get number to get the phone number in messages and to save it to phonebook or make a call;  
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Inbox”, (If “Inbox” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.);  
Select Copy to SIM card (phone) to copy the information from phone (SIM card) to SIM card (phone); 
Select Save as quick text to save this SMS as quick text. 

B) Read WAP PUSH  
Select the message to read, and tap Option: 
Select Read to read the message selected or directly tap the message to read it;  
Select Move to my folder to move the message to “My folder” (It is invalid for unread message.) in 

order to reuse it, refer to section 8.8;  
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Inbox”, (If “Inbox” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.);  
Select Multi-delete to delete messages optionally, tap the checkbox in front of messages, tap OK or 

press OK key to confirm the deletion;  
Select Delete all to delete all messages in “Inbox”;  
Select Sort to sort messages in “Inbox” by time or by type. 

At reading WAP PUSH screen, tap Link to directly connect WAP to do corresponding operation. 
Activate Option: 

Select Go to URL：go on the current link address ; 
Select Add to bookmark : to save the link address in message into bookmark; 
Select Delete to delete current message;  
 

C) Read MMS 
Select the message to read, and tap Option: 
Select Receive to receive MMS;  
Select Delete to delete MMS. 
After operation, tap Option: 
Sele4ct Read to read received MMS 
Select Reply to reply the sender as SMS, MMS or call;  
Select Forward to edit current message in the edit screen and forward it to the desired number; refer to 

section 8.2.2;  
Select Move to my folder to move the message to “My folder” (It is invalid for unread message.) in 

order to reuse it, refer to section 8.8; 
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Inbox”, (If “Inbox” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.); 
Select Multi-delete to delete messages optionally, tap the checkbox in front of messages, tap OK or 

press OK key to confirm the deletion; 
Select Delete all to delete all messages in “Inbox”; 
Select Sort to sort messages in “Inbox” by time or by type. 

At reading MMS screen, directly tap OK or press OK to view detailed content of MMS. Activate 
Option: 

Select Reply to reply the sender as SMS, MMS ,call or IP dial to the current addresser.;  
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Select Forward to edit current message in the edit screen and forward it to the desired number; refer to 
section 8.4; 

Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Inbox”, (If “Inbox” is empty, it will back to the 
screen of message.);  

Select Move to my folder to move the message to “My folder” (It is invalid for unread message.) in 
order to reuse it, refer to section 8.8; 

Select Get number to get the phone number or email address in messages and to save it to phonebook or 
make a call; 

When reading, tap OK，then tap Option： 
Select play to play current information  
Select Save image to save the image in MMS; 
Select Save audio to save the audio in MMS. 
 

8.5 Outbox 
“Outbox” is to view the details of messages (SMS and MMS) which failed sending, tap Option:  
Select Resend to resend the message; refer to section 8.2;  
Select Read to selected information or tap selected information to directly read; 
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Outbox”, (If “Outbox” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.); 
Select Multi-delete to delete messages optionally, tap the checkbox in front of messages, tap OK or 

press OK key to confirm the deletion; 
Select Delete all to delete all messages in “Outbox”;  
Select Sort to sort messages in “Outbox” by time or by type. 
When reading, tap Option:  
Select Resend to resend the message; refer to section 8.2;  
Select Edit to access the edit screen of message and edit the message, refer to section 8.2;  
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Outbox”, (If “Outbox” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.).  
As MMS, it has the operation View、Save image and  Save audio when reading。 
 

8.6 Sent 
“Sent” is to view the details of messages which have been sent, press OK  to read it or tap 

corresponding item to directly read  and tap Option:  
Select Read to read desired information in Sent; 
Select Move to my folder to move the message to “My folder” in order to reuse it, refer to section 8.8;  
Select Forward to edit current message in the edit screen and forward it to the desired number; refer to 

section 8.2 
Select Get number to get the phone number in messages and to save it to phonebook or make a call;  
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Sent”, (If “Sent” is empty, it will back to the screen 

of message.); 
Select Multi-delete to delete messages optionally, tap the checkbox in front of messages, tap OK or 

press OK key to confirm the deletion;  
Select Delete all to delete all messages in “Sent”;  
Select Sort to sort messages in “Sent” by time or by type. 
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When reading, tap Option:  
Select Forward , you can edit current information in edit information window then to send it 
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Sent”, (If “Sent” is empty, it will back to the screen 

of message.).  
 

8.7 Drafts 
 “Drafts” is to store the messages which have not been edited or unsent, then tap Option:  
Select Read to read desired information in Drafts; 
Select Edit to access the edit screen of message and edit the message. 
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Drafts”, (If “Drafts” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.);  
Select Multi-delete to delete messages optionally, tap the checkbox in front of messages, tap OK or 

press OK key to confirm the deletion;  
Select Delete all to delete all messages in “Drafts”;  
Select Sort to sort messages in “Draft” by time or by type. 
You can read desired information by pressing  OK or tap the desired message. When reading, tap 

Option: 
Select Edit to access the edit screen of message and edit the message 
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “Drafts”, (If “Drafts” is empty, it will back to the 

screen of message.). 
 

8.8 My folder 
“My folder” is to store messages delivered from inbox and outbox, activate Option  to operate as 

followings:  
Select Read to read desired information in My folder; 
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “My folder”, (If “My folder” is empty, it will back 

to the screen of message.);  
Select Multi-delete to delete messages optionally, tap the checkbox in front of messages, tap OK or 

press OK key to confirm the deletion;  
Select Delete all to delete all messages in “My folder”;  
Select Sort to sort messages in “My folder” by time or by type. 
You can read desired information by pressing  OK or tap the desired message. When reading, tap 

Option:  
Select Edit to access the edit screen of message and edit the message;  
Select Forward to edit current message in the edit screen and forward it to the desired number; refer to 

section 8.2 
Select Get number to get the phone number or email address in messages and to save it to phonebook or 

make a call; refer to section9.14;  
Select Delete to delete current message and back to “My folder”, (If “My folder” is empty, it will back 

to the screen of message.). 

8.9 Email 
Note: MMS service needs the support of the network operator or service provider. 
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8.9.1 Email manager  

Email function of the phone can receives and sends Email not only WAP station supports but also 
POP3 ,SMTP and so on support. It makes you more convenient and quicker when receiving and sending 
Email. Before you use Email function, you have to understand the related knowledge first:   
Mailbox: Register some Internet stand to apply for one mailbox belongs to yours that is “the mailbox” in this 
handbook. This mailbox is not in yours telephone, but in the computer system called the Email server of 
network operation business for you providing this kind of service. Your all received and the sent mails are 
relayed by this server for you. 
Server: It is computer system of the network operation business providing this kind of service for you. You 
can obtain name of this server providing the service for you by consulting the network operation business.  
In the Email window, tap Settings to choose content set and then tap Edit to enter Email setting window: 
Set default: set the current mailbox as default one 
Edit: 
1. Name: It is your mail service operation business name 
2. SMTP: It is specially used to send Email. All mails that don’t be sent successfully can be moved into 

Outbox automatically (smtp.XXX.com);  
3. Port:  Add SMTP the port number (please consult yours mail service operation business); 
4. POP3:  It is the server that specially used to receive the mail. Once you connect the network to enter the 

mailbox, the telephone can download automatically new mail from     POP3 server, when you 
choose to receive the mail, the new mail will be downloaded into Inbox in the phone 
(pop3 .XXX.com); 

5. Port: POP3's port number (please consult your mail service operation business); 
6. Address: It is the address that receives the mail. This is you address on Internet. Your mail that other 

people send will deliver in your Inbox according to this address. This address is the system 
assigns for you when you apply for the mailbox, once produces, the user might not change. This 
phone when use email function, may use the ordinary data call way to connect the Internet, may 
also use the GPRS way to connect the Internet, in which way is decided by you in “the network 
service” under “the digit dialing establishment” .When you start the email function, the 
telephone can connect the Internet by the way which determined by you; 

7. Password: Password is determined by you when you apply for email. When you register the mailbox, the 
server can confirm your status according to your user name and the password. 
Note: 

Here mentions the user name and the password are different with you connecting Internet's user name 
and the password; When connecting the Internet ,you must input the user name and the password as the 
identification authentication you connect the network to need ,but here the user name and the password are 
you necessary as confirms a mailbox the legitimate owner to enter mailbox. 
Ordinary data call way, by continually net time cost; But the GPRS way, by you the data quantity charge 
which downloads from the Internet. 

In front of the use email not yet establishes the email account , the phone can prompt you to have to carry 
on the mailbox setting. 

If you use the GPRS way to connect Internet, then you should set Bearer type as GPRS only in 
“Connection profile”. Please refer to section 4.8. 
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8.9.2 Receive Email 

Select Receive in Email screen, the phone will connect internet automatically and the phone will 
register your mailbox. If disconnect internet, the prompt will pop-up to alert. You can try to connect again.       

If the mail will be bigger than 150K, the telephone will prompt you unable to download; when entering 
Inbox, you may examine mail content received. 

Activate Option : 
 Receive: receive current selected Email into Inbox on Phone and the system will give a corresponding 

prompt; 
Previous page: View Email list of previous page in the Inbox; 
Next page: View Email list of next page in the Inbox;  
Email content detail: View From, Title, Priority and size of current selected Email. 

Note:If you defined one default mailbox in the “mailbox settings” ,the telephone could directly register this 
default mailbox. 

 

8.9.3 Write Email 

Select Write Email in Email window and then enter Write Email window to write Email. 
1. Select “TO”, tap Option :Select Phonebook:  Select Email address from receiver list in that has 

all contacts recorded Email address in Phonebook. Those contacts that don’t be recorded Email 
address won’t display in the screen. If there isn’t Email address of contact, the screen will 
prompt “No related record!”; Select Edit: Edit receiver Email address. Refer to text editing 
process; Select Set priority: Set Email priority: Low, normal and High; Select Save to drafts: 
save current edited Email into Drafts(Available after adding receiver Email address ). 
If you don’t edit contact after taping “TO” ,directly tap blank area behind “TO” to edit contact 
Email address and then tap OK or press OK key to return to receiver list window. In the 
receiver list window, tap Option : Add to edit new contact; Edit to edit selected contact address; 
Delete to delete selected contact. If edited contact, tap OK to enter receiver list window. 

2. Select “CC” copy and send the Email to others. Refer to 1; 
3. Select “BCC” Send Email secretly to others; 
4. Select “Subject” Input Email title. Refer to section 1.6; 
5. Select “Content” Input content of Email;   
6. Select “Attachment” Add attachment to Email. 
After editing, tap Send to send Email 
 

8.9.4 Inbox 

Inbox is used to save Email received. In the Inbox screen, tap Option : 
Select Read: view information including From, Subject, Date and Content 
Select reply: send to addresser; 
Select Forward: forward Email to other receiver; 
Select Delete: delete current Email from Inbox; 
Select Multi-delete: delete some Email once(During the process Multi-delete, tap Option to 

Conform ,Select all and Cancel all) 
Select Delete all: delete all Email from Inbox. 
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8.9.5 Outbox 

Outbox is used to save Emails that aren’t sent successfully. In the Outbox,tap Option : 
Select Resend: resend Emails that aren’t sent successfully;  
Select Read: view information including From, Subject, Date and Content; 
Select Delete: delete current Email from Outbox; 
Select Multi-delete: delete some Email once (During the process Multi-delete, tap Option to Conform , 

Select all and Cancel all) 
Select Delete all: delete all Email from Outbox.  

8.9.6 Drafts 

Draft is used to save Emails that have been edited and get ready to send in future. In the draft tap 
Option : 

Select Read: view information including From, Subject, Date and Content; 
Select Edit: select receiver renewedly and modify Email content, refer to Write Email;  
Select Delete: delete current Email from Drafts; 
Select Multi-delete: delete some Email once (During the process Multi-delete, tap Option to Conform , 

Select all and Cancel all); 
Select Delete all: delete all Email from Draft. 

8.9.7 Sent 

Sent is used to save Emails that have been sent successfully. In the Sent ,tap Option: 
Select Read: view information including From, Subject, Date and Content; 
Select Forward: forward Email to other receiver; 
Select Delete: delete current Email from Sent; 
Select Multi-delete: delete some Email once (During the process Multi-delete, tap Option to Conform , 

Select all and Cancel all); 
Select Delete all: delete all Email from Sent. 

8.9.8 Settings 

Refer to Section 8.9.1 
 

8.10 Voice mail 
Voice mail service is a kind of network service. You can subscribe this service from your service 

provider. The Voice mail centre number must be set before using this service. Select the screen of message, 
highlight up/down the scroll bar to select the Voice mail, press OK key to enter the screen of Voice mail. 

Select Listen to enter the screen of dialing, dial the number in the voice mail box and retrieve the voice 
mails.  

Select Edit to set the number in the voice mail box (Please contact the service provider for details of 
number for your voice mail centre). 

8.11 Settings 
In the message screen, activate Option： 
 

8.11.1 SMS settings 

This function is to set parameter related to the operation of message such as Vivid message, Signature, 
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SMS center, Delivery report, Storage type, Validity period. 
Vivid message 
       To set Vivid message on/off. 
Signature 
       To set Signature on/off. 
SMS center 

For supporting this service, the number of SMS center will be provided by your network operator. 
Delivery report 

The function is to confirm whether the other side has received the message. If closing it, the function is 
invalid.  
Storage type 

The save location of messages can be selected including SIM and phone. The storage capacity of SIM 
card is limited, but when phone fails, the SIM card can be installed into other phone. The storage capacity of 
phone is comparatively large, but when it fails all information can not be exported. 
Validity period 

The maximum time to store messages has 4 options: 12 hours, 1 day, 1 week and Max. 
 

8.11.2 MMS settings 

Profile：to set the profile of connection； 
Send：to set Validity period、Read report、Delivery report、Priority。 

Validity period: to select the validity period of storing messages in MMS center among 12 hours, 
1 day, 1 week and max;  

Read report：to enable the function of read report on/off.When the function is on, the network 
will inform the user whether the message is read or not;  

Delivery report：Two options: ON/OFF, which requires the gateway to send the delivery report;   
Priority：Three options: Low、Normal and High。 

Receive：to set the way of receiving and replying MMS。 
Auto receive: Two options: Auto and Manual, which is to receive automatically or manually;    
Reply：to set whether the system reply the other side automatically。 

Filter：to set a filter list, and storage the number or email of contact person which not want to receive, then 
the system will not receive MMS from these address. The filter list is most 20 items (phone number 
or email address). If beyond this limit, the system will prompt “List full Can’t add！”. Tap Option:  

               View to view selected phone number or Email address 

Create to add new phone number or email; (20 most)  
Edit to edit the selected content; 
Delete to delete the selected content. 

 

8.11.3 Reset setting 

To resume all original default value as the system prompt，if so, the setting of message (SMS and 
MMS) will resume to original default value. 

8.11.4 Quick text 

You can attain a very satisfied message text only to modify quick text a little. Using quick text can save 
editing time. Insert common phrase when editing a message. 
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In the message window, tap Option to select Quick text and then enter Quick text list window: 
Press OK to modify selected phrase. 
Tap Option to do as follows: 
          Select Create to edit new phrase and save to phone; 
          Select Edit content of desired quick text; 

Select Delete to delete selected phrase. 

8.11.5 Show type 

Select type of message display including Name and content. 

8.11.6 Storage status 

This function displays storage status for SMS, including phone and SIM card. 
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9 Phonebook 

This section describes various kinds of functions of phonebook. In main menu, press side key to 
select the icon of phonebook for entering the functions of phonebook  (If PIM security password is set, the 
correct password is required to enter the window of Messages, the detailed content of PIM security password 
refers to section 4.5.3). 

9.1 Grouping of phone book 
In the phonebook of this mobile, all contact persons can be grouped. Among them, a special group is 

SIM card group. The difference between it and other groups is: Its corresponding name can be only stored 
for a telephone number. SIM card can keep some important telephone numbers at any time, and make you 
find out the telephone number needed when use it on other mobile telephone. But for SIM card the number 
of records and the character and figure of each record are limited, which is decided by the capacity of SIM 
card.  

Except SIM card group, other groups consist of many records and the contents of everybody's record 
include Groups, Name, Mobile, Home, Office, Company, Department, Title, Fax, Address, Birthday, Email, 
Memo and Portrait。 

When creating a new record, it will be put into the default group if not specified. 

9.2 Find 
After entering the phonebook, tap Option to select Find, and the search types for selecting will display 

as following: 
Select Name: to input a special word to search the record with the special word within all recorded 

names; 
Select Number: to input a special phone number to search the record with the special phone number 

within all recorded numbers. 
You can also search contact by taping quick designate button .You need only  tap corresponding button 

with the first alphabet of  name and find desired contact from those whose name has the alphabet as first one. 

9.3 Create 
After entering into the phonebook, activate Option key and select the Create. Firstly to confirm the 

storage type, including two options: “Phone” and “SIM”. If “full memory” appears, which means the mobile 
phone’s memory has no enough space to save the record. The memory of phone must be cleaned up for more 
space.  

When the storage type is “Phone”, on the screen of new record, it may input Groups, Name, Mobile, 
Home, Office, Company, Department, Title, Fax, Address, Birthday, Email, Memo and Portrait.  

Select Groups, directly tap the group icon to select the subgroup via side key, tap Select or press Ok 
key to confirm the selection or directly tap the group needed；  

Input Name, Company, Department, Title, Address, Email and Memo, it will enter the edit screen of 
character. Please refer to the section 1.6 for operation of editing character.  

Input Mobile, Home, Office, Fax, Address and Birthday, it will enter into the dial panel, directly tap to 
input the content, then tap Ok or press Ok key for confirmation.  

Select Portrait, tap the icon in the middle of screen or press Ok key to enter the portrait list, then tap   
Preview to view the CLI. Tap Set or press Ok key to set it as CLI of contact person 

After completing the input, tap OK, the mobile phone will prompt “Successfully”.  
When the storage type is “SIM”, it may only input name and one phone number. 
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9.4 Copy  
“Copy” is a shortcut provided to replace the mobile phone or copying the information. It is possible to 

copy the records on the phone with multi-ways except. Company, Department, Title, Fax, Address, Birthday, 
Email, Memo and Portrait can not be copied.  

Copy current：Copy the current contact of select person. If the contact is save on the SIM card, to 
select the content among：Mobile、Home  and Office；If saved on the phone, the 3 
phone numbers of each record will save as 3 records with same names in SIM card;  

Multi-copy：Select the type of copying between From phone and From SIM. 
Select From phone: copy to SIM card, the 3 phone numbers of each record will save as 3 records 

with same names in SIM card.  
Select From SIM: each record in SIM card will take one place in the phonebook of mobile phone, 

and select the save place. When copying, the record will be copied to the Unfiled group in 
the mobile phone. In the screen of multi-copy, select the person that needs to be copied, tap 
the checkbox in front of item, tap OK or press OK key to confirm the selection. During 
copying, tap Option to select Select , Select all or View; 

Copy all: choose the linkman that needs to be copied, then tap OK key for confirmation. You may 
choose From phone   and From SIM. 

If the space is not enough during the copying, it will prompt “SIM is full” and “Phone is full”. 
 

9.5 Move 
Move is a shortcut function provided for replacing the mobile phone and copying the information. If 

moved, the original place will not save the content moved. It can move the phone records in the phonebook 
with multi-ways. Company, Department, Title, Fax, Address, Birthday, Email, Memo and Portrait can not be 
copied. 

Move current：Move the current contact of select person to phone or SIM card. If the contact is save 
on the SIM card, to select the content among：Mobile、Home  and Office；if saved on 
the phone, the 3 phone numbers of each record will save as 3 records with same names in 
SIM card. 

Multi-move：Select the type of moving between From phone and From SIM.  
Select From phone: move to SIM card, the 3 phone numbers of each record will save as 3 records with 

same names in SIM card.  
Select From SIM: each record in SIM card will take one place in the phonebook of mobile phone, and 

select the save place. When moving, the record will be moved to the Unfiled group 
in the mobile phone. In the screen of multi-move, select the person that needs to be 
moved, tap the checkbox in front of item, tap OK or press OK key to confirm the 
selection. During moving, tap Option to select Select, Select all or View; 

Move all: Move all contacts from phone or SIM to SIM or phone. If you move record on the phone 
to SIM card, the 3 phone numbers of each record will save as 3 records with same names in 
the SIM card. 

If the space is not enough during the moving, it will prompt “SIM is full” and “Phone is full”. 
 

9.6 Delete 
The function of deleting the records in phonebook is set in this mobile phone. You can delete the 

records of SIM card and phone one by one or by package, and also delete them multiply. Select Delete the 
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system will prompt, tap OK or press OK key to delete the current highlighted data of the person selected,  
tap Cancel not to delete the record. 

 

9.7 Multi-delete 
Select the type of deletion between From phone and From SIM. In the screen of multi-delete, select the 

person that needs to be moved, tap the checkbox in front of item, tap OK or press OK key 
to confirm the selection. During moving, tap Option to select Select, Select all or View.  

9.8 Delete all 
Select Phone  to delete all record on the phone one-off； 
Select  SIM  to delete all record on SIM card one-off； 
Select All  to delete all record on the phone and SIM card one-off。 

9.9 Groups  
Put the phone records into different groups as various property for convenient use。 
The phone has 20 groups, and tap Option： 
Select Send SMS   send SMS to all group members； 
Select Send MMS send MMS to all group members； 
Select Edit  to rename, select group icon and ring tone ( rename is not available for unfiled group).  
In the group list, tap OK to enter the selected group, then tap Option to Add、Call、IP dial、Send 

SMS、Send MMS、Delete (group)、Delete (phone)、Delete all (group)、Delete all (phone)（Unfiled 
group does not have Delete (group) and Delete all (group)）。 

9.10  Show type 
To set the display type of contact list, including All, Phone and SIM. 

9.11  My number  
In the idle screen, enter the main menu, then select the options of “Phone book” “Option” and “My 

number” in turn to input, change and view the own number. If no setting, it will prompt “Empty number”.Tap 
Edit or press OK to enter the edit screen.   

9.12 Storage status 
The function of storage status capacity is set in this mobile phone, which makes user clearly understand 

the current usage situation of the mobile phone. 
Storage status mainly provides the total and used amount of SIM card and mobile phone. 

9.13 Phone list 
List all the records in the phonebook according to the pronunciation of name and alphabet. After 

selecting the record, you may press Send key to dial the telephone. Tap Option:  
Select Call to dial out the phone number selected;  
Select IP dial to insert IP number in the front of the phone number then dial out (The function is needed 

to set before use, and refer to section 4.4.8); 
Select Send SMS to perform the function of SMS;  
Select Send MMS to perform the function of MMS; 
Select Email to send Email to selected contact(Only available for contacts on the phone); 
Select Send name card to send out the content of name card as SMS, MMS or via Bluetooth, refer to 
section 8.2; 
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Select Edit: to edit the content of records in the phone according to the new record；  
Select Copy: to move the data selected to mobile phone (SIM card); 
Select Move: to move the data selected to mobile phone (SIM card);  
Select Delete: to delete the selected phone record.  

9.14 Save telephone number 
When you dial a new telephone (refer to section 2.2), inquiry the call history (refer to section 11) and 

view SMS or MMS (refer to section 8.4), you may choose the option of saving telephone number in the pop-
up menu to save it in the phonebook.  

Note: the menu of saving telephone number doesn’t appear in the main menu. 

9.15 Create security group contact 
By tap settings-Security-PIM to enable security mode, you can enter contact list window by input 

correct password. If no setting, enter security group screen by long pressing *key in the Phonebook window 
to input password (1234).Tap Option:     

Select Find: Refer to section 9.2 
Select Create: Select contacts on phone then scroll to group and tap group icon to enter groups window. 

In this window , select group as “security group” by taping side up/down key.  Tap  Select or OK  to 
conform content selected or tap directly “security group” to select. The other operations refer to section 9.3  

Select Copy: Refer to section 9.4; 
Select Move: Refer to section 9.5; 
Select Delete: Refer to section 9.6; 
Select Multi-delete: Refer to section 9.7; 
Select Delete all: Refer to section 9.8; 
Select Groups: Refer to section 9.9; 
Select My number: Refer to section 9.11; 
Select Storage status: Refer to section 9.12; 
Select List all: Display all contact record on Phone/SIM card including security content. After selecting 

this option, List all changes into “List secret”: select this option only display security content. 
Relieve security mode on Setting-Security mode-PIM or directly press Pwr to relieve security mode. 
Note:  After enabling Security mode firstly, “Security” appears in the groups. There is security 

function after only “Security” selected. 
Security mode detailed operation refers to section 4.5.3 
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10 Entertainment 

10.1 Java box 
The wireless JAVA looks like a jewel box following with mobile phone. You may find all kinds of JAVA 

software at any time. After downloading them, you may enjoy many services of Internet through mobile 
phone such as downloading all kinds of games, cartoons, mini-novel, and so on. You may also carry out all 
kinds of online applications such as network game, receiving or sending email, securities stock, information 
query, etc. to change it into a game or stock machine.  

 

10.1.1 Applications 

To view the Java application downloaded, if no setting, it will display “No Java applications，use WAP 
to download”。 

10.1.2 Download 

To edit the address of bookmark.Select the bookmark needed to edit, press OK key or tap the 
corresponding bookmark, select Edit to enter the edit window, input URL address, and the process of editing 
refers to section。 

 

10.1.3 Storage status 

To view the current storage status.  

10.1.4 Network settings 

The detailed setting of WAP refers to section 4.8。 
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11 Call history 

The call history covers recently Outgoing calls/Received calls and Missed calls as well as the function 
of deleting records. 

Tap  Menu to enter main menu, press side key to select Call history, tap  to enter it. You may view 
time, date and phone number of Outgoing calls/Received calls/Missed calls (Call duration does not include 
in the detailed information.). 

11.1 Outgoing calls 
On the screen of Call history, press side up/down key to select the option of Outgoing calls, tap the 

history selected or press OK key to enter Outgoing calls screen. Tap Option to do the operations as 
followings:  

Select Call to dial out the phone number selected, refer to section 2.2;  
Select IP dial to insert IP number in the front of the phone number then dial out (The function is needed 

to set before use, and refer to section 4.4.8); 
Select Send SMS to perform the function of SMS, refer to section 8.2.1;  
Select Send MMS to perform the function of MMS, refer to section 8.2.2; 
Select Save to save the necessary numbers to phonebook, refer to section 9.2;  
Select Delete to delete the current record selected;  
Select Delete all to delete all records;  
On the screen of View details, activate option key to operate as followings:  
Select Call to dial out the phone number selected, refer to section 2.2;  
Select IP dial to insert IP number in the front of the phone number then dial out (The function is needed 

to set before use, and refer to section 4.4.8); 
Select Send SMS to perform the function of SMS, refer to section 8.2.1;  
Select Send MMS to perform the function of MMS, refer to section 8.2.2; 
Select Save to save the necessary numbers to phonebook, refer to section 9.2;  
Select Delete to delete the current record selected. 

 

11.2 Received calls 
The operation of Received calls is same as Dialed calls.  
 

11.3 Missed calls 
The operation of Missed calls is same as Dialed calls.  
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12 Accessory 

 

12.1 Alarm 
There are five alarms which can be set. The function and operation of five alarms are completely same. 

You can set the alarm clocks on/off. 
On the screen of alarm, it displays the status of the five alarms. 
Alarm on/off is represented by different icons. If the alarm is on, alarm time and name will display after 

On- icon. If it is off, alarm time and name will display after Off-icon.  

12.1.1 Alarm on 

The user highlights an alarm and tap Select or press OK key to view the status and the detailed settings.  
If you want to alarm on, first to confirm the alarm time is right. For instance, if you attempt alarm on at 

00:00, to select “Time” on the display screen to enter the screen of time setting, input the time needed, then 
tap OK to confirm.  

Secondly you need to conform the period is right. If not set the item, the alarm works once. If to set 
others, enter the item of “Period”, including three options:  

Once：the alarm only works once and then it will be off;  
Daily：the alarm works at the same time everyday;  
Day of the week：the alarm works on some day or days of week;  

Sound: to set up the alarm tune; 
Name: to set up alarm name; 
Snooze：to set the alarm to ring 5 times every 5 minutes.  
Finally, to select Status: to set the alarm on/off., the system will prompt “Start alarm？”，tap OK or 

press OK key to complete the operation.  
 

12.1.2 Alarm off 

The user selects one alarm on, tap Select or press OK key to enter the status of the alarm. Tap OK or 
press OK key to close it when the system prompt “Stop alarm?” after taping Status . 

12.1.3 Alarming 

When the set time is reached, the phone will play the alarm tone (If the setting is on.) and display the 
alarm time on the screen.  

Even if the phone is power off, the phone still works. Press Side key or OK key to make it mute At this 
time, tap Close to stop the alarm, and it will prompt “Power on”. Select  OK or press OK key to power on, 
Select Cancel or Pwr exit the screen.  

Please notice if the date and time have changed the alarm still works as the original time. Therefore, 
please confirm the alarm date and time changed for next time. 

12.2 Schedule 

12.2.1 Function description 

After entering the Calendar, the monthly calendar for current date will be displayed. Use side up/down 
key to select the preferred date. Any date with event record will be represented with orange frame. Tap 
Option key to activate the menu, which covers：Select date, Create and Schedule list 
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12.2.2 Select date 

Using this function, you may select any day (within valid time limit) and press navigation key, side 
up/down key or tap right icon to input date on the calendar screen, then complete other functions. For the 
first access, the current date is shown; upon the selection of any other day, tap OK to return the calendar, it 
will display the date selected. Tap Back to return the calendar, it will display the date before entering “Select 
date ”（Note：it may not be the calendar, which depends on your operation.）.  

 

12.2.3 Create 

 “Create” is used to add new events, and you need to input the relevant information for events, then to 
set date and time for reminding.  

On the screen of Calendar and event Schedule, tap Option key to activate the menu, select Create to 
add events.  
The setting of new events covers the following contents:  
Date：Refer to the date to be reminded for event, which may be set by entering the date ; 
Time：Refer to the time to be reminded for event, which may be set on the screen of “Time”;  
Memo：Refer to the description of event, with contents to be input on the screen of edit, refer to section;  
Round：Refer to the ring to be reminded for event;  
Period：Refer to the period of event;  
Status：Refer to make the schedule item on/off.  
Finally tap Save to save the setting, and tap Back to exit。 
 

12.2.4 Schedule list 

“Schedule list” is used to view all scheduler. Simply tap OK to enter scheduler list of corresponding 
date. Activate the key Option for following operations:  

View：to view the content of selected scheduler; 
Create：to add a new scheduler; 
Delete：to delete the selected scheduler; 
Delete all：to delete all schedulers. 
Send via Bluetooth: to send scheduler by Bluetooth; 
Send all via BT: to send all scheduler by Bluetooth; 
View summary: to view number of used and available schedulers.  
Tap Back to return schedule list 
 

12.3 Notepad 
Notepad is used for any simple record and memo, and tap Option： 
Edit item：edit the item selected;  
Send SMS：send the content of item via messages； 
Delete：delete the item selected； 
Delete all：delete all items。 
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12.4 Calculator 
Using calculator can do the arithmetic including addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. After 

entering the screen of calculator, you may directly input the number to account, and the number and 
character input will display on the screen of edit:  

Take the calculation of 123456789x7.2 as an example：  
First step：enter digits “123456789”，and tap +/- to change between positive and negative;  
Second step：tap operation symbol “x” （×：×；+：＋；－：－；÷：÷）；  
Third step：enter digit “7.2”，whereby the dot can be made by .;  
Fourth step：tap operation symbol “=” （=）；  
The result will display in the edit window .  
Tap  to delete the content and tap CE to clear the content and start new calculation, and tap Back key 

to exit the calculator screen.  
Press Pwr key can cancel the input, exit the calculator screen and back to idle screen, or tap Back key to 

exit after clearing the edit screen.  
In case that the calculation of any digit divided by zero produces a result other than zero, or the result is 

above 999999999 or below -999999999，the prompt “E” shall occur to indicate an error. 

12.5 Dictionary 
Dictionary provided in this cell phone supports the inter-translation across English and Chinese，which 

means that the entered word may be translated from English/Chinese into Chinese/English.  
Dictionary is activated by the selection with the soft key OK or press OK key. Upon the completion of 

word or text enter, tap OK，and word containing this character string is shown in this bilingual dictionary 
box. Press the direction key “up” or “down” to search for the target word, then tap OK for its detailed 
information, and tap Back to return to word enter box. 

12.6 Currency 
Using this function, an amount of currency may be exchanged to other equivalent foreign currency.  
This cell phone has one type of preset currency exchange, which is changeable, and may be reset with 

various currency exchange rates. For this purpose, select the item to be set with direction key “up” and 
“down” as well as scroll bar, then tap Select or press OK key to enter respective setting box. After the 
setting for exchange rates, the amount of currency to be exchanged to will be displayed. 

12.7 World clock 
With an easy operation method, the worldwide clock provides great convenience for travelers all over 

the world. 
Under the box of worldwide clock, Vu & Vd may be used to move the time zone indicating line located. 

During the course of movement, items located in the lower position, including time zone, name of city, time 
and date, will change by your random selection respectively. And the name of famed city within this time 
zone is shown when shifting this indicating line, in such mode, tap Select or press OK key to set the time of 
city selected to its local time.    

So far, this cell phone could provide following cities correspond to respective time zones: 
 

City Time zone City Time zone City Time zone 
Beijing East zone 8 Los angels  West zone 8 Moscow East zone 3 
Hongkong  East zone 8 Mexico  West zone 6 Baghdad  East zone 3 
Taipei  East zone 8 Chicago  West zone 6 Kuwait  East zone 3 
Singapore  East zone 8 Ottawa  West zone 6 Teheran  East zone 3 
Pyongyang  East zone 9 Miami West zone 5 New deli East zone 5 
Seoul  East zone 9 Washington West zone 5 Calcutta  East zone 5 
Tokyo  East zone 9 New York West zone 5 Rangoon East zone 6 
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Osaka East zone 9 London  Zone 0 Hanoi  East zone 7 
Manila  East zone 9 Madrid  East zone 1 Bangkok  East zone 7 
Sydney  East zone 10 Rome  East zone 1 Jakarta  East zone 7 
Hawaii  West zone 10 Paris East zone 1   
Alaska  West zone 9 Frankfurt  East zone 1   
Seattle  West zone 8 Berlin  East zone 1   

12.8 Countdown 
This function is mainly applicable to the prompt operation at given time. Such as：dial up after ten 

minutes, etc. It provides no content for prompt, and easy for operation. 
The countdown may be used in following methods：select the menu option Accessory－Countdown under 
accessory box after entering main menu, the cell phone displays the countdown status, whereby the 
countdown time may be entered. For example：if you need to be reminded after forty five minutes, just tap 
the digit key ”45” under normal standby mode, then tap Start or press OK key to start countdown and tap 
Cancel or press OK key to cancel it. The cell phone will prompt：“Countdown start!” The cell phone will 
prompt in 45 minutes that the set time is available. 

Note：• Enter values for minutes;  
• Values for minutes shall not exceed 99（countdown values entered for minutes under standby 

mode）. 
• The prompt box may produce under standby mode for the availability of countdown time. The 

prompt for other working states shall be made by a prompt tune. 
 

12.9 Stopwatch 
The stopwatch box is shown on the screen of cell phone by selecting the option stopwatch menu. 

The time starts from zero by tapping Start or press ok  key，may be stopped by tapping Pause or press 
ok key，and may continue by tapping Go on or press ok key; or may return to zero by tapping Reset (in 
such case, time may be re-started), or may exit from stopwatch box by tapping Back. 

12.10 Unit converter  
Use this function you can exchange the unit .in to Unit converter window ,select the content you want to 

set ,press Select  or  ok in to edit window ,select the conversion number and unit , input the conversion 
number ,system will convert the result . 

 

12.11 Connection tools 

12.11.1 Bluetooth 

Since devices with wireless Bluetooth technology communicate using radio waves, your device and the 
other device do not need to be in direct line-of-sight. The two devices only need to be within 10 metres (32 
feet) of each other, although the connection may be subject to interference from obstructions such as walls or 
from other electronic devices. There may be restrictions on using Bluetooth technology in some locations. 
Check with your local authorities or service provider. 
You can connect wirelessly to other compatible devices with Bluetooth technology or send Fax by Bluetooth 
connection. 
     Activation: Turn Bluetooth on/off. If you select turn off Bluetooth, the phone will end all Bluetooth 
connection and you can't send /receive data. When performing the other process, please consider it that 
Bluetooth connection will consume battery meter and shorten time of phone operation. 

My devices: View Device list. Activate Option :Search more: to search partnership existed, if you haven't 
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added devices or want to add new devices, select Search more ,the system will search new devices 
automatically, then show the result. Press Back to return device list. Creating a partnership between two 
devices involves entering the same personal identification number (PIN) on both devices. Creating a 
partnership between two devices is a one-time process. Once a partnership is created, the devices can 
recognize the partnership and exchange information without entering a PIN again. Make sure the two devices 
are within a range of 10 meters from one another, and Bluetooth is turned on and in discoverable; select  
Rename to enter a new name for the partnership; select Delete to delete added devices; select Delete all to 
delete all devices in device list; 
     Visibility: to turn on/off visibility of the phone. If select off, phone won't be found by the other user; 
.    My phone's info : to view corresponding information of phone, including phone's name that can be 
changed and phone’ address; 

BT data exchange : Turn on/off function of BT data exchange; 
Bluetooth services : to view Bluetooth services, including Headset, Handfree, Dial-up network, FTP data 

transfer and OPP data transfer. 
You can use Bluetooth device to receive call and dial for internet explore after Bluetooth is connected.. 

 

12.11.2 PC tool 

This cell phone is capable to transmit phone book, preferred rings &pictures to user using the connection 
between data lines（special accessory）and PC computer. When data lines are used, this cell phone supports 
Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT , Windows 2000 and windows XP. If data lines are not included in 
the purchase of cell phone, place an order from your local retailer. To activate the function as to transmit 
documents, the installation of synchronized software is required in PC computer. 

 

12.11.3 GPRS wizard 

It stands for General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). Using GPRS technique，user is able to send or 
receive data through cell phone network. In this sense, GPRS is a way for data transmission, which supports 
user’s wireless connection with internet data network. And the GPRS application covers such services as 
WAP, multi-media information, short message, the downloading of JAVA application program, and GPRS 
dial-up program（e.g. Internet &e-mail）. 

 
Events to be noted before the use of GPRS technique:  
1. Consult the local network operator or service supplier for the availability or the application procedure (if 

GPRS not available) for GPRS service； 
2. Save GPRS settings necessary for each application concerning GPRS data transmission； 
 
Price for GPRS and other applications 
Both the use of GPRS connection and various applications concerning GPRS data transmission need to be 
paid respectively. The payment for normal data dial-up is calculated by the time duration of internet 
connection, while that for GPRS mode is calculated by the data amount downloaded from internet. Please 
consult local network operator or service supplier for detailed information relevant to price. 
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12.12   STK 
STK（SIM TOOL KIT）allows to operate its own software based on SIM card. STK card can receive and 
send short message data of GSM.  This mobile phone supports the service for various network operators. 
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13 Common questions 

The mobile phone can not power on. 
 The phone can not make call and power off due to lower battery. Please charge the battery. 

 
The mobile phone can not to dial some calls. 

 The Call barring has been set, which restricts the use of mobile phone, please check and cancel it. 
 
Someone else is answering my call. 

 The mobile phone has been set to transfer your call to another number, please check and cancel it. 
 
The Display information 
During the operation, the mobile phone may prompt the display information due to following error 
operations:  
 
”Insert SIM card” 

 SIM card must be inserted into mobile phone before used, or taken out (If already exists) for cleanup 
the golden area with dry cloth and then insert again. 

 
” Network not available” 

 Your mobile phone is out of the area covered by network (or the physical barrier might exist between 
your phone and transmitter), and unable to dial or answer calls. Please close to the window if indoors. 

 
”Emergent call only” 

 If your mobile phone is out of the area covered by network of service supplier, and another network 
within your area may allow you to dial emergent call subject to the intensity of signal. 

 
” Invalid SIM card” 

 The SIM card has been locked, which is unable to accept the SIM card inserted. Please insert correct 
SIM card or contact with the distributor. 

 
”Enter PUK code” 

 SIM card has been locked due to the wrong input of PIN code for three times continuously. Therefore, 
you must apply a special eight-digit PUK code from the network supplier to unlock the SIM card (PUK 
code may be supplied with PIN code at same time).  

Warning: If input wrong PUK code for ten times continuously, SIM card will be locked permanently. 
You must apply a new SIM card from the network supplier. 
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14 Fittings 

Charger 

-   It will charge the Li battery quickly and completely. The charge duration varies subject to the 
capacity of battery.   
 

Li battery (One piece) 

- The Li battery 830 mAh can provide the standby duration lasting for 300 hours or call duration 
lasting for 180 minutes subject to practical using condition. 

 
Note:  Only the approved battery, charger and other accessories by manufacturer of 
mobile phone may be used. Using other types of accessories will infringe the approval 
and warranty of this mobile phone and cause the danger. 
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15 Maintenance guideline 

Welcome to use mobile phone produced by NEC Company. Whereby a failure occurs in the use of your 
mobile phone, you are requested to contact with distributor or consult NEC maintenance center; whereby the 
repair is needed，your mobile phone may be sent/brought to local maintenance center（The specific 
maintenance centers shown in the voucher of warranty provided with mobile phone.） ; whereby a 
maintenance center is not available in your place，you are requested to bring the mobile phone and copy of 
its receipt to distributor for EMS mailing.  

 
You shall be cautious to the use of mobile phone as it is made using excellent design and technique. To 

prolong the life of mobile phone, you are required to perform the obligations specified in the warranty terms 
as followings: 
 

· Keep the mobile phone and its accessories away from the children;  
· Keep the mobile phone dry all t he time as rain water, moisture, various liquid, and water contain mineral 

materials, which may corrode the electronic circuit;  
· Do not use, store the mobile phone in places containing dusts, which may damage its removable parts; 
· Do not store the mobile phone in the excessive hot place, as the high temperature might shorten the life of 

electronic parts, damage the battery, and deform or even melt some plastic parts; 
· Do not store the mobile phone in the excessive cold place, or the humidity may form inside of the mobile 

phone when the temperature of mobile phone rises（up to normal temperature）, which may damage the 
circuit board; 

· Do not attempt to disassemble the mobile phone as the operation by unprofessional personnel will damage 
it; 

· Do not throw, beat or shake the mobile phone, or the internal circuit board might be damaged; 
· Do not clean and wash the mobile phone with strong chemical product, ambulant, or strong detergent;  
· Do not dye the mobile phone, or it will obstruct the removable parts so as to affect the normal work;  
· To change the antenna，only authorized or matchable antenna shall be used. Any use of unauthorized 

antenna or modified accessories may damage the mobile phone and infringe the relevant regulations for 
wireless devices. 
 

All above recommendations are also applicable to your mobile phone, battery, charger and each fitting part. 
If they can not work normally, please bring/send them to the qualified maintenance organization nearest to 
you for repairing. 
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16 RF Exposure Information and Statement 

The SAR limit of USA (FCC) is 1.6 W/kg averaged over one gram of tissue. Device types N5106 (FCC ID: 
S5D-KMP6J1CT1) has also been tested against this SAR limit. The highest SAR value reported under this 
standard during product certification for use at the ear is 0.214 W/kg and when properly worn on the body is 
0.082 W/kg. This device was tested for typical body-worn operations with the back of the handset kept 
1.5cm from the body. To maintain compliance with FCC RF exposure requirements, use accessories that 
maintain a 1.5cm separation distance between the user's body and the back of the handset. The use of belt 
clips, holsters and similar accessories should not contain metallic components in its assembly. The use of 
accessories that do not satisfy these requirements may not comply with FCC RF exposure requirements, and 
should be avoided. 
 

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, 
including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
 

NOTE: The manufacturer is not responsible for any radio or TV interference caused by unauthorized 
modifications to this equipment. Such modifications could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment. 

 
NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, 

pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules.  These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against 
harmful interference in a residential installation.  This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio 
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful 
interference to radio communications.  However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a 
particular installation.  If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, 
which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the 
interference by one or more of the following measures: 

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 
-Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected. 
-Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

 
 


